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_ (ABSTRACT) ‘

In this paper we study properties of a queue with instantaneous

Bernoulli feedback where the service discipline is one of two symmetric

disciplines. For the processor sharing queue with exponentially

distributed service requirements we analyze the departure process,

imbedded queue lengths, and the input and output processes. We

determine the semi-Markov kernel of the internal flow processes and

compute their stationary interval distributions and forward recurrence

time distributions. For generally distributed service times, we

analyze the output process using a continuous state Markov process. We

compare the case where service times are exponentially distributed to

the case where they are generally distributed. For the infinite server

queue with feedback, we show that the output process is never renewal

when the feedback probability is non-zero. We compute the time until

the next output in three special cases.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Queueing networks have by now become standard models for analyzing

the random behavior of complicated systems. They are widely used in

computer applications, flexible manufacturing systems, biological and

ecological studies, teletraffic engineering and data transmission, and

complex machine repair problems, to give an incomplete list.

Operations management in many midsize companies today routinely

involves some queueing network expertise, be it in the form of a

software package for network analysis or staff trained in analysis

techniques. lf merely measured by its broad practical usage, queueing

network theory has proved itself a valuable tool.

From an analytical point of view, however, the picture is somewhat

different. Theoretical results for networks are still quite sparse.

While more work is being done on approximating systems, many open

problems remain in describing the probabilistic behavior of general

queueing networks.

1.2 Simple Qmeues and Queueing Networks

Basically, a queueing network is a collection of queues (called

nodes) through which customers (or units) travel. It will therefore be

useful to begin with a description of a simple queue before we put

these simple queues together into a network.

A queue is a service system. It consists of one or more servers

who satisfy the demands of arriving units. The system has space for

units that are being serviced and space for those whose demand cannot

1
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be satisfied immediately. Each of these spaces may hold a finite or

infinite number of units, and the waiting room for those not in service

may even have zero capacity. The system has a rule (a service
C

discipline) to decide which of the demanding units are chosen for

service and at what rate these units are serviced. The most commonly

analyzed service discipline is first-come, first-served, which selects

the earliest arriving unit among those present to receive service.
‘

Other systems have priorities for determdning how units wait in line.

In some systems, all units receive a fraction of the server's effort

simultaneously.

.
.

Most of queueing theory assumes that units arrive for service at

random points in time and carry with them random service requirements.

We call the sequence of arrival times {Tm, m
-

1,2,...} the (random)

arrival process and the sequence of service times (or service

requirements) {Sm, m
-

1,2,...} the service process. In this work we

will assume that the arrival process is a point process with

independent and identically distributed interarrival intervals, and

that the service process is a sequence of independent and identically

distributed random variables. The particular assumptions we make on

the distributions of these random variables are given in Chapter 2.

From these basic processes, we are interested in studying many

derived processes in the queue. The queue length process charts the

number of units in the system at all points in time during which the

system operates. The output process is the sequence of times at which

a service completion occurs. The departure process is the sequence of

times at which units leave the system. There are many other processes
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of interest; these are the ones with which we will be most concerned in

this paper. These processes may be studied as functions of time, for

example, when the system starts empty at time zero. They may also be

studied as time becomes infinitely large. Under certain conditions the

processes of interest may possess limiting probability distributions.

These are called equilibrium or stationary distributions. Most of

queueing theory is concerned with the limiting properties of the

processes of interest.

; A queueing network is a collection of simple queueing systems

linked together in some fashion by arcs via which units travel without

delay. To the network belongs a switching rule that routes units

between nodes in some prescribed (possibly random) order. Each node

may have a stream of arrivals from outside the network (external

arrivals), and because of the switching mechanism, a stream of arrivals

from inside the network (internal arrivals). In addition, the stream

‘
of units completing service at a node consists of units travelling to

other nodes in the network (internal departures) and units leaving the

system entirely (external departures). Units are allowed to return
l

immediately for more service at a node from which they just departed;

the stream of units returning immediately is called the instantaneous

feedback stream.

The processes of interest in queueing networks are related to but

obviously not equivalent to the processes of interest in simple

queueing systems. The queue length process is a vector-valued process

that charts the number of units in each queue over time. The output

— process at each node is the sequence of times at which customers
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complete service at a node, and the departure process at a node is the

sequence of times at which units complete service and simultaneously _

leave the network. The output process of the network is the sequence

of times at which a service completion occurs at any node and is thus

the (reordered) superposition of the output process at each node.

Likewise, the departure process of the network is the sequence of times

at which a customer completes service and leaves the network at any

node.

1.3 Jackson Networks

J. R. Jackson (1957) is usually credited with instigating the

study of the properties of queueing networks. The Jackson network

consists of J < ~ nodes, some of which are fed by exogenous Poisson
Ü

arrival streams independent of the state of the network and of each

other. Service requirements at each node are assigned according to a

exponential distribution function, and the service requirements of a

unit at a node is assigned independently of the service requirements of

other units at any node in the network. A unit leaving a node enters

another node or leaves the network according to a fixed matrix of

probabilities, and these probabilities are independent of the state of

the network at that instant.

Jackson's results were among the first to examine properties of a

network that were different from properties of a node in isolation. He

found that the limiting vector-valued queue length distribution behaved

as if the queue lengths at each node were independent random variables,

each of which being the queue length of a simple s-server queue with an

appropriately scaled arrival parameter. This result was indeed
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— surprising as it became clear that although the limiting joint queue

length had a relatively simple structure, the internal flow processes

were indeed complicated; in general, they did not even possess

independent intervals. Much work has subsequently been done to

describe these internal traffic processes.

_ 1.4 Service Disciplines

Most of the early queueing work was done with systems that

operated on a first—come, first—served basis. With the increase in

· computer and teletraffic technology, different methods of assigning the

service resource to units ueeding service were employed. The goal here

was to optimize certain performance measure of the system, such as the

expected wait in the queue conditioned on the required service time.

One early discipline used in time sharing computer networks is known as

the round robin discipline. In the round robin discipline, units

arrive at the service center with a service requirement and take their

place at the tail of the line. The server works at the head of the

line, and spends a fixed quantum of time servicing the unit in the

first position. At the end of this quantum of time, the unit has

either exhausted its service requirement or needs more service. If its

service need is met, it leaves the system. If it needs more service it

is placed at the tail of the queue and all other units move up one

space. The server then services the new unit at the head of the queue

for a fixed quantum of time, and the process continues. An advantage

of this discipline is that a unit requiring only a small amount of
‘

service is not slowed down as much as in first—come, first-served by

units with large service requirements that arrived earlier than it.
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When the quantum of time spent on each unit is alloed to shrink

to zero, all units in the queue are effectively receiving service

simultaneously, but are sharing the server equally. This discipline

is known as processor sharing and is used in many coputer applications

as a odel for tim sharing of a device. Although it is not a

physically realizable discipline, it does provide useful approximations

to round robin performance measures. .

A great advantage of the processor sharing service discipline is

that it appears to be robust to changes in the distribution of service

requirements when the mean service requirement is held constant. Many

performance measures, including the queue length distribution and the

expected length of time in the system conditioned on the required

amount of service depend on the service requirement distribution only ·

through its mean. Moreover, this discipline in equilibrium transforms

a Poisson arrival stream into a Poisson departure stream irrespective

of the service time distribution. These results are useful from a

practical point of view, since they rely little on any assumptions

about the service requirement distribution. These properties of the

system are said to be insensitive to the service time distribution

given its mean.

Another class of queueing systems that exhibits many of the same

insensitivity properties as the processor sharing queue is the class

that operates as if each unit has its own dedicated server. These are

known as infinite server queues, and seem to have been used primarily

in telephony and biological models.

Mathematical biologists often model the major organs and systems
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of the body as compartments (each of which acts as an infinite server

queue) that may exchange material amng themselves. Service

requirements are thought of as holding times of material in the
l

different compartments. With a transfer function (switching process)

defined between the individual compsrtments (nodes), the compartmental

system can be thought of as a queueing network. If we think of an

external arrival process as modelling the injection into the blood

stream of a chemical dye or radioactive isotope, the queue length

process would measure the amount of material residing in each

compartment (eg. blood, liver, brain, etc.) over time.

Analytically, these infinite server queues have limiting queue

· length distributions that depend on the service time distribution only

through the mean service time (1.e., they have the insensitivity

property). They also have Poisson departure processes in equilibrium

when the arrival process is Poisson. The first—come, first·served

l
discipline does not have these insensitivity properties when there are

only a finite number of servers available.

1.5 Purpose of This Research

The purpose of this paper is to examine the properties of the

processor sharing and infinite server queueing disciplines in a network

context. We are primarily concerned with analyzing the internal flow

processes between nodes in a network, and in particular, in determining

how the flow processes depend on the service requirement distribution.

Our main goal is to understand how networks of processor sharing queues

and infinite server queues are similar to or different from a

collection of isolated processor sharing or infinite server nodes.



This paper analyzes a simple queueing network with an

instantaneous feedback loop. Although this network is not as general

as could be, it possesses the important features whose properties we

wish to study. We can define distinct flow processes of external

arrivals, internal arrivals, returning units, internal outputs and

external 0utput8• We can define queue length processes fixed at the

times at which a unit travels in any of the streams above. And,

perhaps most importantly, the feedback queue is, for our purposes, a
·

traetable system. Section 2.4 explieitly defines the system we discuss

here and the processes of interest to us. From the results of this

analysis, we provide a beginning for the study of traffic processes in

more general networks of processor sharing and infinite server queues.

1.6 Organization

This paper consists of 7 chapters, a table of contents,

bibliography and various supporting pages. Each chapter is divided

4
l

into sections. Within a chapter, theorems, lemmas and corollaries are

numbered consecutively, as are figures. The chapter number ts included

in this numbering scheme; eg. Figure 4.3 is the third figure that

appears in Chapter 4. When necessary, equations are referenced

eonsecutively by a number in parentheses to the right of the equation.

These numbers use the same scheme as for figures or theorems.

Throughout the paper, references to material appearing elsewhere will

include the chapter number and, when necessary, section and subsection

number of the relevant passages. Bibliographie references include the

surname of the author(s) and the publication date of the reference; the

bibliography is arranged alphabetically.



CHAPTER 2

DEFINITIONS, NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Introduction

In this section, we introduce the structure of the system we wish

to analyze and provide the notation we will use. We begin with a

discussion of order relations between random variables. We illustrate

these orderings with several examples. We discuss the ideas of reverse

processes and reversibility which will be of use to us in succeeding

chapters. We then introduce the particular network that we will

anslyze, beginning with an informal description and then making the

description formal. Finally, we discuss the concept of a symetric

queueing discipline and formally define the processor sharing

discipline. Throughout this paper, we will use the notation A/B/C/D to

refer to a particular queueing system. As is standard, A describes the

arrival process, B describes the service process and C is the number of

servers. We will use D to refer to the service discipline. For the

arrival process, A • M when the interarrival times are independent

exponentially distributed random variables. For the servlce process,

B • M or GI according to whether service times are independent and

exponentially distributed or independent and generally distributed,

respectively. When the discipline is processor sharing, D
-

PS; when

it is first-come, first-served, we will suppress the descriptor D. In

addition we will denote instantaneous feedback by tacking on
”—IBF”

to

the descriptor.

2.2 Partial Order Relations Among Random Variables

One of our goals in this research is to compare random processes

9
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in queueing systems with different parameters. At the least, such a

comparison involves comparing two or more random variables. In this

section, we will discuss two partial orderings which provide the tools

for making such compariaons, namely stochastic ordering and convex

ordering. Our principle reference for this section is Stoyan (1983).

Definition 2.1. The random variable X is stochasticallz smaller (or

smaller in_distribution) than the random variable Y, written

X <d Y

if their respective distribution functions F and G satisfy

_ F(x) > G(x) for all x 6 R .

Stoyan has shown that stochastic order as given in Definition 2.1 is

equivalent to requiring E(f(X)) < E(f(Y)) for all nondecreasing real

functions f on IR. Taking f(x)
-

xn we have that X <d Y implies that

all moments around zero of X are smaller than the corresponding moments

of Y. The converse is not true.

-Exagp1e 2.1. Let X and Y have distribution functions F and G, where

F(x) • 1 G(x) • 1 -
e-ux,

x > 0

and 0 < A < u. Then X <d Y.

The order of the moments is not sufficient to insure that the random

variables are ordered in distribution, as the following example

indicates.
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Example 2.2. Let X and Y have distribution functions F and G, where

(for A > 0)

2
gtzpg

zu « E 1 · e Ax x > 0
F(X) I_° dt G(X)0

x < O

Now for p
-

0, oz •
1 and A < 1, E(X¤)

< E(Y¤) for all n, but X {d Y.

Definition 2.2. The random variable X is convexlz smaller than the

random variable Y, written

X < Y
c

if their respective distribution functions F and G satisfy

f; (1 — F(:))dc < f; (1 — G(t))dt fo: all x,

or equivalently, if
l

E(max(0,X-x)) < E(max(O,Y·x)) for all x

provided these integrals (equivalently, expectations) are finite.

Definition 2.2 is equivalent to requiring E(f(X)) < E(f(Y)) for all

nondecreasing convex real functions f on R.

Exagple 2.3. (Stoyan (1983)). For any random variable X with finite

mean E(X),

max(x,E(X)) < E(max(x,X))

since ¢(') * max(x,‘) is convex. Thus

E(X) <C X.
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Clearly X <d Y implies X <c Y provided E(max(O,Y)) < ·¤. The

' converse is not true, as the following example indicates.

Example 2.4. Let X and Y have distribution functions F and G, where

O x < ä-0 x < 1
F(x)-} G(x)• é- %<x<%

1 x > 1 31 X

)Then
l

1 - x O < x < ä1 — x O < x < 1
¤¤ • ¤•

· 3 1 1 3
fx F(t)dC fx G(t)dt i X < X < ·§O x > 1 3

I '
0 X > i

•

Hence X <c Y, but X td Y.

Thus stochaatic order is stricter than convex order. Both X <d Y and

X <c Y imply that E(X) < E(Y). Clearly the converse is false in either

case.

We can define strict stochastic order and strict convex order by

replacing "less than or equal to" by ”less than" in Definitions 2.1 and

2.2. If X <d Y and Y <d X then we write X -d Y. This implies that

F(x) • G(x) for all x 6 IR , where F and G are the respective

distribution functions for X and Y. The generalization to many random

variables is straightforward; (X1,X2,...,X¤) -d (Yl,Y2,...,Yn) means

that the joint distribution functions for (X1,X2,...,Xn) and

(Y1,Y2,...,Yn) are equal at every point x in
Rn.
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*
In this paper we will be interested in comparing stationary

interevent times in certain traffic processes in queueing networks. We

prove the following result which we will make use of in Chapter 4.

Theorem 2.1. Let X1 and X2 be two stationary interevent times, and Y1

and Y2 the corresponding stationary backward recurrence times (time .

since the last event). If E(X1) • E(X2) and Y1 <d YZ, then X1 <c X2.

E Ergo;} Let F1 and F2 be the distribution functions of X1 and X2, and
' G, and G2 the distribution functions of Y1 and Y2. Then (using the

notation E(x) • 1 — G(x))

öi(x) · j; Fimac 1 - 1,2, XE 11*
1

Y1 <d Y2 -> G1(x) > G2(x)

•-> lf; F1(t)dc < f; F2(t)dt
1 2

--> X1 <C X2.

2.3 Reverse Processes and Reversibility

In this paper we will use some ideas on the reversibility of

Markov processes to demonstrate many of our assertions. Therefore, we

present some preliminaries on reversibility and reverse processes.

Additional information is given in Kelly (1979) and Kiessler (1983).

Our discussion here will be limited to stationary Harkov and

Markov renewal processes. We will asaume that our systems are such

that a stationary probability distribution exists for the processes in

question.

From a stationary Markov process 1/V; {N(t), t 6ZR } on a
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countable state space E with generator Q
- <<q(1,j)>> and stationary

distribution 1_[, we can construct a Markov processJVr
-

{Nr(t), t 6 R }

with generator Qr
- <<qr(i,j)>> and stationary distribution 1_g where

l
1r

qt(i,j)
-

T1- q(j,i) for all 1,;] 6 E.
i

Definition 2.3. JV}: is the reverse process

ofDefinition2.4. A Markov process Jyis said to be reversible if

+for each n 6 II , t1,t2,...,tn, 1 6 R

or equivalently

_
r r r(N (tl)•N

(t2):°°••N
(tu))'

At this point, let us explain our definitions. In most of our

work on the feedback queue, we work with random processes defined on

3+ or {O, 3+}. Our definition of reversibility, however, is given for

processes on R. To avoid confusion we will rely on the following

construction. From a stationary Markov process JV- {N(t), t 6 11+},

we can produce the unique extensionJV'
-

{N(t), t 6 R }, where JVand

JV, have the same finite dimensional distributions on R+. Note that a

Markov process that is stationary at time zero can be thought of as

having started in any state at time -·¤¤. Then the extension.-/V,

includes the states of the process at any finite negative t, whose
r

finite dimensional distributions we know. The reverse process JV. of
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JV,
is then constructed as above. By the reverse processJVr of JK we

then mean the processJV'r restricted to 11+. We say that J!/is

reversible ifJV' is reversible. We will use an analogous construction

for the Markov renewal processes below. ·

If JV is a reversible Markov process, Kelly (1979) has shown that

TF1 q(:|.,j) •
111 q(j,i) for all 1,;) é E (2.1)

and hence q(:I.,j) • qt(i,j) for all 1,;] ¢ E. Conversely, if Equations -

2.1 are satisfied the stationary Markov process J;/is reversible.

Equations 2.1 are known as the detailed balance eguations and provide a

means of demonstrating reversibility.

· The global balance eguations are obtained by summing the detailed

balance equations over all j; i.e. they are

V
jiIE Ni q(1,j)

- j§E 11j q(j,i) for all i ¢ E

or

111
IIEE

q(i,j)
-.1EE

111 q(j,1) for all i E E.

A solution {ni} to the detailed balance equations is a solution to the

global balance equations, but the converse is not true.

Similarly, we can define a reverse process and reversibility for

stationary Markov renewal processes. A time·homogeneous Markov renewal

process (JK?)
·

{Nu,Tu, n ¤ 0,1,2,...}, where Nu takes values on a

countable state space E and Tu takes values in 11+ (with

TO < T1 < ... < Tu), is a two dimensional process with the property
V

that
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Pr(Nu¤j,'1‘¤•'1‘n__1 < t|N0,N1, - - - ,Nu_1-i,T0,’1'1, - - -
,T¤_1)

• Pr(N¤-j,'1‘¤—'1'n_1 < t|N¤_1-1)
-

k(i,j,t) for all n 6 11+, t 6 ]R+-

'1'he matrix K
-

K(t)
-

<<k('i,j,t)>> is the semi—Markov kernel of

(JK,g'), and k(i,j,t) (i,j 6 E) are the transition functions of the

process- $inlar (1975) showed that if (JK-9*) is a Markov renewal

process, then JV- {Nu, n 6 II +} is a Markov chain with state space E

and transition matrix P whose elements are p(i,j) ¤ lim k(i,j,t)-
C-nu

Given a Markov renewal process (JK?) on E with semi-Markov

kernel K and stationary distribution v of JK (we will later give

conditions under which the processes we work with are irreducible,

aperiodic and recurrent non-null, and hence possess a limiting

(stationary) probability distribution), we can construct a Markov

renewal process
(/K,-9:)

on E with transition functions

v
kr(i,j,t)

•
3-1k(j,i,t) for all i,j 6 E, t 6 R-
i

r
The statzlonary distribution of•/V is also v-

Definition 2-5- Q/K:,-9.:) is the reverse process of
(JKg—)-

Definition
2-6-

A Markov renewal process (JK?) is said to be

reversible if K(t) • Kr(t) for all t 6 R
-

'
Equations 2-1 have an analogue for Markov renewal processes- The

Markov renewal process (JK-9*) will be reversible if and only if the

detailed balance equations are satisfied:
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vi k(i,j,t)
-

vj k(j,i,t)- for all t 6 R.. (2.2)

VEquat1ons 2.2 are equations for functions of t; Equations 2.1 for a

Markov process are equations for constants.

We will use properties of the reverse process to relate traffic

processes correspouding to inputs and Outputs at a node in a queueing
‘

network. As above, we quote many results without proof. The proofs

are available in Kiessler (1983).

2.4 The Queue with Instantaneous Bernoulli Feedback

In Chapters 4 and 5, we will analyze a queueing system in which

units arrive for service from ”the outside" according to some random

arrival process. Each unit is assigned a service requirement according

to some distribution function. Depending on the order of arrival to

the server, each unit receives service at a non-negative rate. When

the unit's·service requirement is met, the unit leaves the server and

encounters a switch where with some (fixed) probability the unit leaves

the system for "the outside" (it departs) and with the complementary

probability the unit is independently assigned another service

requirement and returns immediately to the server (it feeds back).

This system is illustrated in Figure 2.1. We shall label the units

entering the service mechanism (server and queue) as inputs and those

leaving the server as outputs. Those units entering the server from

the outside will be called arrivals and those leaving the system for

the outside will be called departures.

Let {Ah, n
-

0,1,2,...} be the sequence of interarrival times to

this queue, {Sk, k
-

0,1,2,...} the sequence of service requirements,
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Feedbacks

A1'1'iV8.1S P D€‘p8„1'C'l1I€S

C Fw O F
Inputs Outputs q

Figure 2.1 Queue with instantaneous Bernoulli feedback
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and {Yj, j • 0,1,2,...} the sequence of states of a switching

mechanism. The
nth

arrival does not necessarily receive the
nth

service requirement or the nth state of the feedback switch. The,

values {Yo,Y1,...} determine the feedback sequence, with the

interpretation that Yj is zero if the jth output feeds back and one if

1t departs. For each n, Au, Su and Yu are real valued random variables

on a complete probability space (Q,éE:P). We assume that the sequences

{An}, {Su} and {Yu} are mutually independent, 1.1.d. random sequences

with the following properties:

Pr(Ah < t)
-

1 ·
e°Ät, 0 < A < ¤, t > 0,

_ Pr(Sk < t)
-

F(t), t > 0,

with 0 < E(S¤) < w, F(0+)
-

0

p 1
-

0

- Pr(Yj
-

1) • q
-

1 - p i
-

1 0 < q < 1

0 otherwise.

From our description above, the arrival times form a Poisson process

with rate A, the service requirements have a general distribution, and

the feedback (switching) mechanism 1s a Bernoulli process.

Now, define the counting processes associated with arrivals (a),

inputs (1), feedbacks (f), outputs (0) and departures (d). For

x • a,1,f,o or d, define a random variable Cx(t) that counts the .

number of x-events in (0,t]. For example, for each w 6 Q, Cf(t;w) is '

the number of feedbacks in the interval (0,t]. For each x, Cx(t) is a

right continuous step function from (Q,g‘iP) into (11+, «%( 11+)).

Clearly
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T

cfm
-

cam + cfm ana c°m -
cdm + cfm.

_ From these connting processes, we csn determine the sequences of event

epochs
gfx • {1:, n

-
1,2,...}, where T: is the time of the nth

x-event (1.e. the
nth jump point of Cx(t)). Then

1n£{t > 0: cx(t°) ¢ Cx(t)} n
··

1TZ *,
inf{t > 1:: c"(t°) ¢ cfm} n - 2,3,4,....

Thus the arrivals and the feedbacks couprise the inputs, and the

departures and feedbacks comprise the outputs; that is,

£ 1 1 £ 19 C9
_9°C9 _9

U9°.9

and .

f d f d9 U9

-
{DS, n

-
1,2,...} is the interevent time process for events of

type x. That is

X X
u

D1 T1

1):- TE - T:_1 n = 2,3,4,....

Since there is a one-to·one correspondence between D: and Tä, it makes
‘ X X

no difference whether we discuss the process or .7 . we will

examine whichever is most convenient for a particular situation. For

x
-

a,i,f,o or d, Cx(t), T; , and D: are all measurable functions of

+(n,9§1>)

1nro'1'hroughout this work, we will be concerned with the gueue length

process and certain traffic processes in our feedback queue.

Informally, we think of the queue length process as the number of units
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in the queue (in service and waiting for service) at any time t. Since

we will deal with systems in which units begin receiving service upon

their arrival to the queue, the term queue may seem a little strange,

since units never wait for service to begin. This terminology is

entrenched in the queueing literature, so we will use it here. At any

point in time, the queue length Q(t) is determined by

· Q(t) · Q(¤) + C°(¤) ·
¤‘%(¤)

where Q(0) is the number in the system initially. A traffic process

will refer to one of the sequences
ga,

but may include other

information as well, depending on context. Informally, a traffic

process will be made up of the times at which a particular event (e.g.

an output) occurs. Our main goal will be to describe the times between

events in such a process.

We shall use JV- {N(t), t 6 R+} to denote the ggg process of

the system. In general the state of the system N(t) will include the

queue length at time t, but in some situations it will include more.

We shall always use the term state process to refer to a Markov process

describing the evolution of the queue length. Sometimes it will be

necessary to supplement the queue length with continuous random

variables (e.g. with a vector of remaining service times), and hence

the state process may be defined on an uncountable state space. In

such cases we will refer to a limiting probability density for the

state process instead of a limiting probability distribution. We will,

however, provide marginal results for the queue length itself.

We refer to the traffic processes corresponding to inputs, outputs

and feedbacks as internal flows, and those corresponding to arrivals
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and departures as external flows. In order to analyze the internal

flows in the network, we shall often make use of a joint process made
I

up of the state of the system at a particular point in time (e.g. the

time of the nth output) and the corresponding event epoch. This pair

will be denoted by (Nä,T:) for x
-

i,f,o where

N:
-

Nx(Tu) is the state of the system at the nth x-event

and

T: is the time of the nth x—event.

The process {(N:,Tä), n • 1,2,3,...} will be denoted by Q/Üx„Ü7x).

2.5 Symmmtric Qmeueing Disciplines; The Processor Sharing Qmeue

' Kelly (1979) has used the term ”symmetric" queue to identify a

particular class of service disciplines. We will use Kelly's

definition with the exception that we consider only one class ofcustomer. ·
1

Definition 2.7. A service discipline is called s tric if it

operates in the following manner:

(1) a total service effort is provided at rate ¢(n) when n

units are in the queue;

(ii) a proportion y(Z,n) of this service effort is dedicated to

the unit in position Z (Z
-

1,2,...,n); when this unit

leaves the queue, units in positions Z+1,Z+2,...,n move to .

positions Z,z+1,...,n—l;

(iii) when a unit arrives at the queue it moves into position Z

(L = l,2,...,n+l) with probability y(Z,n+1); units in
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positions £,z+1,...,n previously move to positions

z+l,£+2,...,n+l respectively.

I
We analyze a special type of symmetric discipline known as processor
sharing. For this discipline y(ß,n)

-
1/n, 1

•
1,2,...,n, n

-
1,2,...;

all units in service are receivlng service at the same rate (i.e. they
share the processor equally). If we let ¢(n)

-
1, the queue behaves as

a single server processor sharing queue. Then each unit receives

service at rate Y(£,n) ' ¢(¤) • 1/n• If we let ¢(n) • n, the queue

behaves as an Infinite server queue and each unit receives service at
rate y(z,n) •

¢(n) • 1. In this case each unit acts as if it has its
wn server.

Other symmetric disciplines include stacks (last in, first out

with preemption) and overflow queues (queues with no waiting room).

While we have studied only processor sharing queues here, we discuss

possible extensions to other symmetric disciplines in Chapter 6.

The class of symmetric queues possesses certain properties that
make them quite appealing from a practical modelling standpoint. These
are related to a property called insensitivity, and we give a

definition of insensitivity here in the form in which we will use it.

Let {Zi(M¤), I 6 6} (where 9 Is some Index set) designate a collection
of queueing systems with the property that the governing sequences are

probabilistically Indistinguishable (1.e. have the same finite

dimensional distributions) except perhaps for governing sequence M,

which has fixed parameter a. Let A(Z) be a property of the queueing
system Z.
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Definition 2.8. If for any two systems 21,ZZ 6 {Zi(Ma), 1 6 6} in

equilibrium, A(Z1) • A(Z2), A is said to be insensitive to governing

sequence M given parameter a.

As an example, suppose A(°) is the stationary queue length

distribution of (°) and M the sequence of service requirements with

mean a. Then for all processor sharing queues with Poisson arrivals U
V

(rate A), A is insensitive to M given a. Insensitivity 1s an important

property in that 1t allows us to use results from simpler systems to

analyze more complicated systems. We will explore the notion of

insensitivity of interval distributions in Chapters A, S and 6.

Z.6 Direction of This Research

. We will use the ideas in this chapter to analyze a feedback queue

where the service discipline is processor sharing. Our main goal 1s to

study the effect of the service time distriution on the queueing

properties of this system. We are interested in insensitivity

properties of various imbedded and arbitrary time stationary queue

length distributions. we would like to describe the properties of

internal traffic processes in this queue and, where possible, to make

comparisons between interinput and interoutput distributions in

comparable queueing systems. In Chapter A we analyze the single server

processor sharing queue with exponential service requirements, in

Chapter S we analyze the same system with general service requirements

and in Chapter 6 we analyze the infinite server queue. For the special

case of processor sharing considered in Chapter 6, we are able to

obtain explicit formulas for the interoutput distribution for certain
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service time distributions.



CHAPTER 3
I

LITERATURE REVIEW

3.1 Introduction

This chapter reviews the literature on queueing networks as 1t

pertains to our study of feedback queues. The study of queueing

networks, of which the feedback queue is a special case, begins with

the papers of Jackson (1957,1963). Most of the current queueing

network literature deals with networks studied by Jackson or,

generalizations of them. Disney and Konig (1985) give a more general

overview of these topics than we will give here. we will discuss only

the literature that provides a background for the systems we analyze 1n

this paper. Unless otherwise noted, the results we cite are '

equilibrium results.

3.2 Traffic Processes in Queueing Networks
1

While feedback queues are analyzed as systems in their own right,

‘ we begin our literature review with some results that have appeared in

the queueing network literature on traffic processes 1n more general

networks. This literature has focused primarily on determining which

flows in queueing networks are Poisson processes.

Beutler and Melamed (1978) and Melamed (1979) gave necessary and

suff1c1ent conditions for the flows 1n a Jackson network of '/M/1 nodes

to be a Poisson process. The conditions are the so-called ”1oop

criter1a” and can be stated as follows: a flow along an arc from node

1 to node j is a Poisson process 1f and only if once a unit leaves node

j it can never return to node 1; further, the output process from a

node·1s a Poisson process 1f and only 1f once a unit leaves the node it

26
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can never return to it. These criteria have been extended to networks

of quasi-reversible queues with bounded service rates (Walrand (1982)).

Clearly, feedback queues violate the loop criteria.

The study of the relationship between input and output processes

at a single node in a network also gives insight into the feedback

queue. A result of Walrand and Varaiya (1980) states that in the

M/M/1-IBF queue, the input and the output processes are different as

point processes (1.e. they do not have the same joint interval

distribution). Disney, McNickle and Simon (1980) showed that when

these processes were considered as Markov renewal processes, the input

and output processes are different processes, although single intervals

have the same distribution. Kiessler (1983) and Disney and Kiessler

(1987) gave general results on the relationship between input and

output processes at a node using the idea of reversing a Markov renewal

process. For networks with a reversible state process (the M/M/1·IBF

queue, for instance) they showed that the Markov renewal input process

is the reverse of the Markov renewal output process. This result gives

a way to compute the kernel of one process from the kernel of the

reverse process, and thus a way to determine the finite dimensional

distributions of either process. This has proved to be a useful tool

in our analysis.

3.3 Feedback Queues

Queues with instantaneous feedback have long been used to model

random phenomena, most importantly in computer systems; Kleinrock

(1976), Chapter 4 and Wyszewianski and Disney (1974) discuss

applications of these models. All results of which we are aware are
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for stationary, first·come, first—served systems.

The earliest analytical results on the M/GI/1 queue with

instantaneous Bernoulli feedback (M/GI/1-IBF) were developed by Takacs
ö

(1963). He found the stationary distribution of the queue size and the

first two moments of the sojourn time (time spent in the system) of a

unit. Montazer-Haghighi (1977) extended this analysis to multi-server

_ feedback queues.

D'Avignon (1974) and D'Avignon and Disney (1976,1977) considered

the M/GI/1 queue with a feedback rule that could depend on the

increment in the queue length between two successive service

‘ completions, the length of the service received, and whether or not the

previous unit fed back. For this system, the authors found the

stationary queue length distribution and characterized the output and

departure processes as marked point processes (specifically, as Markov

renewal processes). They analyzed the busy period es well.

Disney, König and Schmidt (1985) studied the stationary imbedded

and arbitrary time queue length distributions for the M/GI/1-IBF queue.

They also studied the stationary waiting time for one pass of a unit

through the system and the time stationary virtual waiting time.

The internal flows in feedback queues are much more complicated

than might be expected, as several papers have indicated. Burke (1976)

studied the internal traffic processes in the M/M/1—IBF queue and

showed that, in this simple single-server system, the input process to

the server is not a Poisson process. This paper provided an important

counterexample to the conjecture that all flows in a Jackson network

are Poisson processes, indeed making Jackson's results all the more
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surprising and demonstrating the need to analyze the internal flows in

these networks.

Disney, McNickle and Simon (1980) gave the first detailed analysis

of the traffic processes in the M/GI/1·IBF queue. They showed that

while the output process is a Markov renewal process, it is never a

renewal process unless the server is exponential and the feedback

probability is zero (1.e. M/GI/1-IBF reduces to M/M/1). Similarly, the

input process is a Markov renewal process and is equivalent (in the

sense of Simon and Disney (1984)) to a renewal process if and only if

GI • M and the feedback probability is zero, in which case it is a

Poisson process.

The papers of Hunter (1983,1984,198S) further exploit the Markov

renewal structure of the traffic processes to derive many results on

the equality of various imbedded stationary distributions. He studied

the relationships between flows in Markovian single server feedback
( I

queues. His results on properties of the flow processes particularize

the results of Kiessler (1983) and point out that these flows are very

complicated indeed. Chandramohan and Disney (1982) computed

correlations between flows in the feedback queue and showed that

intervals in traffic processes are not only autocorrelated but

cross-correlated as well.

3.4 Syggetric Service Disciplines: The Processor Sharing and Infinite
Server Queues

The concept of a symmetric queueing discipline was introduced by

Kelly (1976) as a generalization of certain disciplines considered by,

among others, König, Matthes and Nawrotzki (1967). For the processor
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sharing queue (a member of this class), Baskett and Palacios (1972)

first established the insensitivity of the stationary queue length

distribution to the distribution of service requirements when the mean
·

service requirement is held fixed. This property was then extended to

general symmetric disciplines by a number of authors (e.g., Brumelle

(1978), Schassberger (1977,1978a,l978b,1978c), Jansen and König (1980),

Burman (1980)).
l

The processor sharing queue was introduced as a limiting model for

the round-robin discipline (cf. Kleinrock (1976) and references

therein) and appears to have found application in computer science.

Muntz (1972) first gave a proof of the important result that the

departure process from a stationary processor sharing queue with
‘

Poisson input is Poisson irrespective of the service time process.

Kelly (1979), using the tools of reversibiltiy, extended this result to

symmetric disciplines with Poisson input. In a series of papers,

Yashkov (1980,198la,198lb) and Kitayev and Yashkov (1979) analyzed the

processor sharing queue and gave an alternative proof of the Poisson

departure property. Cohen (1979) also considered a network of

processor sharing nodes and, also using reversibility arguments, showed

that the departure process is a Poisson process.

The infinite server queue was discussed by Takacs (1960), who

obtained the stationary distribution of the queue length process

(Exercise 8, pp. 39 and 86). For the M/GI/¤ queue, Mirasol (1963)

first showed that the stationary queue length distribution depends on

the service time distribution only through its mean and that the

departure process is Poisson with the same parameter as the arrival
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process. Foley (1982) extended this result in two directions. He

showed that for a nonstationary Poisson arrival process, the departure

process is a (possibly nonstationary) Poisson process. He also showed

that the departure process from a tandem sequence of °/GI/¤ queues with

an external Poisson arrival process is a Poisson process.

° We are unaware of any literature dealing specifically with

processor sharing or infinite server queues with feedback, or any

analysis of internal flows in networks of symmetric queues. Indeed,
.

the following chapters were strongly motivated by Kelly's (1979)

construction of a network of quasi-reversibility queues. Kelly defines

such a network as a collection of nodes that in isolation would be

quasi-reversible. He gives a definition of quasi-reverisbility on pp.

65-66; since symmetric queues are quasi·reversible, we could substitute

symmetric for quasi-reversible in this discussion. On p. 69, Kelly

states, "Note that the jth queue of the network will not in general

satisfy the conditions required for it to be quasi-reversible...".

This statement begs a question. Exactly which properties of a

quasi-reversible node in isolation are inherited when that node is put

in a network? In Chapters 4, 5 and 6, we attempt to ascertain to what

extent the insensitivity properties of a node in isolation carry over

to a node in a network.

3.5 Comparison Methods for Qgeues

Most of the applications literature in queueing theory has

emphasized measures of system effectiveness as a way to compare
·

different models. These measures commonly include the stationary

average queue length, average waiting time and coefficient of variation
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of the queue length. There are major problems with limiting a

comparison to mean values, and even comparing higher mßmauts of

distributions may hide different tail probabilities. In the last 15

years, the ideas of partial order relationships have been used to

compare entire probability distributions in queueing systems. These

results are sometimes more difficult to obtain but are stronger than

moment results. Often one avoids the problem of actually comuting

moments as well, for techniques have been developed whereby stochaatic

inequalities are verified as pointwise inequalities on a suitably

chosen probability space (cf. O'Brien (1975) and Sonderman (1980)).

For the order relationships used in this paper, Stoyan (1983) provides

a complete reference. we also mention Whitt (1980) which studied order

properties of certain congestion measures (such as the stationary

waiting time process) in the GI/G/s queue.

3.6 Summary
l

Feedback queues with the first come, first served discipline have

been well studied. The internal traffic processes in these queues have

been shown to be quite complicated. In symmetric queues, the queue

length process and the departure process has been well studied. These

queues possess insensitivity properties that simplify the analyses

considerably.

As we mentioned in Section 3.4, Kelly's comments about networks of

quasi-reversible queues need clarification. To this end, the next

three chapters will study two symmetric queueing disciplines at a queue

with instantaneous feedback. Our purpose is to study in detail

properties of the internal traffic processes and the corresponding
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imbedded queue length distributions so as to see what effect queue

discipline has on these processes. Specifically, we expose the

insensitivity properties of internal flows in these networks and

nthereby clarify Kelly's comments•



CHAPTER 4

THE SINGLE SERVER PROCESSOR SHARING QUEUE WITH FEEDBACK:
EXPONENTIAL SERVICE REQUIREMENTS

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter we discuss some properties of the symmetric

queueing discipline known as processor sharing. As in Chapter 2,

arrivals to the queue occur according to a Poisson process with rate A.

Service requirements are assigned independently according to a

distribution function F(°). All units in the system share the single

processor equally, so that when n units are in service, the service

requirement of each decreases at rate 1/n. In the notation of Section

2.5, ¢(n) • 1 for n
-

1,2,... (¢(0)
-

0) and y(2,n) • 1/n for

2
-

1,2,...,n and n
-

1,2,.... Upon completion of the service

requirement, a unit departs with probability q and feeds back with

probabllity p, with p + q
-

1. In this chapter we will describe the

_ stationary queue length distributions and traffic processes in this
”

network for exponential service times.

Let

ur) - 1 -
e°““,

6 > 0.

That is, the service requirements are exponentially distributed random

variables with parameter u > 0. Service requirements are assigned

independently. we refer to Section 2.4 for a complete description of

the network.

4.2 Queue Length Processes

For this system, the queue length process JV- {N(t), t 6 1R+} is

a Markov process with generator P, where

34
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Y(1,1+1)
-

A 1
-

0,1,2,...

Y(i,1-1) • qu 1 = 1,2,3,... .

The transition rate diagram 1s given in Figure 4.1. When n units are

in the queue, the instantaneous departure rate of each is qu/n, so the

rate at which any unit departs is qu/n ' n
-

qu. Notice that the

generator is the same as for an M/M/1 queue with service requirement

parameter qu.

Theorem 4.1. ./p has a l1mit1ng distribution iff A/qu < 1.

grggfs Let us transform the M/M/1/PS-IBF queue into a queue without

feedback that stochastically has the same queue length. This
A

”equ1valent" queue works in the following manner. Units arrive

according to a Poisson process with rate A and are independently

assigned a total service requirement S' from the distribution U(')

where

F1(s) with probability q

F2(s) with probability qp .

U(¤) · Z
F¤(s) with probability qpu_1

and for each j, Fj(s) is the distribution function of the sum of j

independent exponential (u) random variables. The new queue now

operates as an M/GI/1/PS queue (without feedback); that is, it provides

uninterupted service to each unit. It operates as if in the original

queue each unit 1s assigned upon arrival a total service time which
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X A A

' Q1! Q1! *111

Figure 4.1 Transition rate diagram for the queue length process
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takes into account the number of times it will feed back and its

service requirement on each pass.

Both queues are irreducible for A,u > 0. Clearly, the new queue

will be empty if and only if the original queue is empty. Hence the

condition for stationarity (namely that the state {N(t) • 0} occurs for

infinitely many t) will be the same for both queues. For the

M/GI/1/PS queue the condition is

A E(S') < 1.

Now E(S')
-

(qu)·1. So A E(S') < 1 <•-> A/qu < 1.

The queue length process in the feedback queue will be stationary

if and only if a limiting queue length distribution exists and is the

initial distribution. Let nz
• Pr(N(0) • k) and nk

-
äim Pr(N(t) • k).

+¤

Theorem 4.2. The M/M/1/PS-IBF queue length process is stationary iff

A/qu ( l and nz * wk * (1 · A/qu)(A/qp)k for all k 6 E.

Proof: The global balance equations for {nk} are

Ano

1,2,....

Then n • (A/ )kw and n ·[1 · ; n 1-1 •·> n = (1 · A/ u)(A/ )k•
k qu os 0 k-1 k k q qu

In the remainder of this chapter we will assume that U4/is

stationary. To describe the various imbedded queue length

distributions, we use the notation w: to mean lim Pr(Nx
-

k) for
Il+¤¤ Ü
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x
-

a,1,f,o or d. The random variables Nu have been defined in Section
·

2040

Lemma 4.3. The stationary probabilities n: and nk are equal.

Proof: See Wolff (1981). This result is a special case of the result

that Poisson arrivals to Markov processes see time averages.

Now in order to study the queue length at departure epochs, we

need the following characterization of the queue length process.

+Lemma 4.4. «/V- {N(t), t é R} 1s a reversible process.

Proof: We need to demonstrate that the detailed balance equations

(2.1) are solved by the {nk} in Theorem 4.2. These equations are

Vi Y(i•j) ‘ Vj Y(j•i) for 811 isj E E

or in our case
n

ni Y(1,1+1) •
ni+1 y(1+1,1) for all 1 • 0,1,2, ....

Specifically,

E .. 4 ,
wi qu

clearly, the equations are satisfied by nk ·
(1 · A/qu)(A/qu)k•

We are now in a position to characterize {ng}, the stationary

queue length distribution imbedded just after a departure.
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Theorem 4.5. The stationary probabilities ng and nk are equal.

Proof: Consider the sample paths of the process {N(t), t 6 Il+}. A

realization of the process is given in Figure 4.2. Let time run

”forward" when we observe the process from left to right and ”backward"

when we observe the process from right to left. In forward time,

upward jumps correspond to arrivals and downward jumps to departures.
·

In reverse time, upward jumps corrrespond to departures and downward

‘
- jumps to arrivals. Since {N(t), t 6 1+} is reversible, and upward

jumps in the forward process form a Poisson process with rate A, so do

upward jumps in the reverse process. Moreover, if t° is a fixed point,

the sequence of downward jumps prior to to and the queue length at te

are independent., Hence the reverse processe/Vx is also the queue

length proces of an M/M/1/PS-IBF queue with arrival parameter A, and

therefore wi · nk.
v

To summarize, we have shown that the stationary queue length

distributions at an arbitrary time, just before an arrival and just

after a departure coincide. In Section 4.4 we will look at these

distributions imbedded at input and output times, and in Section 5.4 we

will study the insensitivity of these distributions to the distribution

of service requirements with fixed mean.

4.3. The Departure Process

The only external flow in this system that we have not described

is the departure processegrd ¤ {Tg, n
-

1,2,...}. From our discussion

of the proof of Theorem 4.5, which follows along the lines of Theorem

2.1 of Kelly (1979), we will state the following result without a

separate proof. In Section 5.3 we will give a proof due to Kitayev and
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Arrivals x x x x

Departures x xx x

_ Figure 4.2 A sample path of the queue length process
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Yashkov (1979) for general service distributions that we find more

illuminating.

Theorem 4.6. (Kelly (1979)). e] is a Poisson process with rate A.

4.4. Input and Output Processes and Imbedded Qgeue Lengths

We now describe some of the internal processes in this feedback

queue. It is easiest to analyze the input process first, and from this

analysis we will be able to give results about the output process using

reversibility arguments. In all imbedded processes, the unit making

the jump is not included in the state descriptor (e.g. the queue

length).

1 rh 1 1Let Tu be the time of the n input and let Nn - N(Tn-) be the
queue length just before the

uch
input. We call

@/71,371)
-

{Nä,T;, n
-

1,2,3,...} the marked input process.

1 éyd
Theorem 4.7. The marked input process @/7 , ) is a Markov renewal

process on E
-

{0,1,2,...}. Its kernel is given by the functions

+1 1 °°I}; 4»4*L„,<y>ds‘*
’<y>

+ rg 4**j
-

0,1,2,...

k ¤ 0
— ·k+1 —k+1

1 jf; p4* "L0<y>4s‘* ’<y> + jf,4*k
nQ (*·

·°* 5 - 1,2,3,...
Q

k
"

l•2•°•••j

fg M0(Y)dA(}') 3 '
O»l•2•·••S

k ¤ 1+1

0 otherwise
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where

dS (7) · (V1)! d7·

grggfj Case i) j
-

0,1,2,...; k
-

0. In order for the queue to be

empty before the next input, when the current input finds 1 units 1n

the system, one of two things must occur. Either there are no arrivals

during the service of all j+l units, all but the last un1t depart, and

the last unit feeds back (the first term), or
”at

least” all j+1 units

complete service and depart before the next external arrival (the

second term).

Case 11) j
-

1,2,3,...; k
-

1,2,...,j. Again, one of two cases

must occur. Either there are no arrivals durlng service of j—k+l

units, the first j—k of which depart and the last of which feeds back,

or exactly j-k+1 units complete service and depart during an .

interarrival 1nterval.·

Case 111) j·• 0,1,2,...; k
-

j+1. This can only happen if no

customers complete service during an interarrival interval.

The transition probabilities for the Markov chaine/Vi •

{Ni, n
-

1,2,...} are obtained by evaluating the kernel as t + ¤. We

obtain the following matrix:
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0 1 2 3 . . .

0 .1; .41+11 1+11 0 0

21 -***-1
¤*’—“—‘^

2 +(1+111 (11111 ^
“

¤
1 2 3 2P'* -“*·*% “*+-&1 —·-°"·L“‘^ä

+(A+u) (1+11) (1+pu) Ä
"

1 1+1 1-1 1 1-2 1-1 1-3 1-2
_ (1+11) (71+11) (71+11) (A+u)

Theorem 4.8. The stationary distribution of the queue length imbedded

just before input times is given by _

1 kwk ·· (1 - 1/qu)(>—/qu) k - 0.1.2.·•· ·

provided 1/qu < 1.

Proof: The global balance equations for the Markov chain

{Ni, n
-

1,2,...} are given by

°° 1 1 1lnjp
-

wk'

So for nä, for example, we have

1 1 1
u2

1 2 3110(1+11)
(1+11)

1 1 1 k
Clearly, nk

-
(1 solves this equation provided A/qu < 1,
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since

1 111 - 1 1 Ji 12 ÄWo •
Ä (1 qu)[(qu)( 2) + (qu) ( 3) +•·•]

(1+10 (1+11)

- (1 — l)(-Lm +-L-+-

(1 - - (1 · $1.
and we can similarly verify that each nk solves jäg n§Pi(j,k) • nä.

We are now in a position to characterize the output process from

this system. Recall that the output process {N:,Tg, n
-

1,2,3,...}

contains the queue length imbedded just after the
nth

output. From
‘

Kiessler (1983) we know that the output process is a Markov renewal

process and is the reverse of the input process provided that the queue

length process is reversible. But by Lemma 414, U4/is reversible. ·

Since we have the kernel of the input process and the stationary

distribution of its imbedded Markov chain, we can easily determine the

kernel of the output process.

Theorem 4.9. The marked output process Q/?°;g7°) is a Harkov renewal

process on E
-

{0,1,2,...}. Its kernel is given by the functions
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t
dS +

t Q
M dAfo p Lkw) (Y) fo q ,,0*)

j(y)O
k • 0,1,2,...

fg p Lk_1(y)dS(>·) + fg q Lk_,+1(y>dS(y)
Q0(j$k!t)

_

j
·

]’!2!3I"°

k
-

j+1,j+2,...

I; q r-„<y>as<y> 1 ' ‘·2·3·'‘‘
k

-
j—·l

0
1

otherwise

Proof: '1'he kernel is obtained from Qi(_1,k,t) using the relationship
”

"1t 1Q°<J.k.¤> - T Q <k.1.¤>·
~ 1fJ

So, for example, for j
-

1,2,3,..., k •
j+l,j+2,...

k<1 - l><—1> _ _
- J J.(1, qu)(qu)

+

fgK':] k‘J+1 R':} 'uYA t k-j —Ay
e' '——:— U P9 dy<q„>" 1 °

"‘ 1"
- 1<‘:I+1 "¤Y -+ qk :]+1 Ä6 Aydy]

1;-:1 ->.y k-J+1 ·Ay, (Az) · (Az) ·fä
"

(1;-3;: “° uydy + fä
‘1

(k—·j+1;! "°
uydy

· fg v Y-k.1(y>dS(>·) + I3 q Lk-,+1(y>dS<y>·

The other term follow by similar algebraic manipulation.
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Corollary 4.10. The stationary probabilities nä and nä are equal.
o o

Proof: From Kiessler (1983), since (/Ü
,9,

) 1s the reverse of
1

(,/4},9* ), bothJ"° ande/pi have the same stationary distribution.

From the generators Qi and Q° we can determine the stationary

distribution of an interinput interval D; • T; - Tä_1 and an

interoutput interval D; • T; - T:_1. Since we are assuming

stationarity we w1ll dr-op the subscript n, since D;
-d DÄHL and

D; =d DSH for any k G 11+.

Theorem 4.11. If Di
1s a stationary interinput time and D9 a

stationary interoutput time, then

ruui 4 c)
-·

1>¤(0° 4 c)
-

1 — 9-l1e'^‘ - -Rle'“*, c > 0,
u··>. u·A

E 1 o ·(D ) ·· E(¤ ) · Ä.

Var(ßi) • Var(D°) • ,
X u

Proof: The distribution of Di is given by -

1 °° °° 1 1P D < t
-

2: Z k 1:)Q (je • Vj

and the distribution of D° is given by

m·(1>° 4 c) - käojäo Q°(j,14,¤)„‘;.

By computing these sums using Theorem 4.8 and Corollary 4.10 we obtain

the result stated in the Theorem. The mean and variance follow from

standard principles.
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Theorem 4.11 states that single intervals 1n the input and output

processes have the same distribution. This result is typical of these

feedback queues (cf. Disney, McN1ckle and Simon (1980), for a similar

result in the M/M/1/FCFS-IBF queue). However, the joint distributions

of multiple intervals in the input and output processes are not the

same; we can demonstrate this by noting that (in matrix notation)

i 1
_

1 1Pr(D¤ < :1,%+1 < :2) E Q (:1)Q (:2)U

and

o o 0 oP1·(D¤ < t1,Dn+1 < :2) E Q (:1)Q (:2)U

where U is a row vector of ones. By performing this matrix

1 1 0multiplication we find that Pr(D¤ < t1,Dn+1 < tz) ¢ Pr(D¤ < tl,
0 @0D¤+1 < :2). This tells us that as processes and are not

equivalent (in the sense of Simon and Disney (1984)); they do no: have
7

the same finite dimensional distributions, even though single intervals

in each process have the same distribution. -

For t ¢ Rjz define V(t) to be the forward recurrence time (time

until the next event) in the output process. That 1s,
_

o _ o 0V(t) T¤+1 t for Tu < t < Tn+1.

Since the system 1s stationary at time zero, for simplicity let us use

V 2 V(0) to be the time until the first output after time zero. From

Theorem 4.11 we can determine the distribution of V.

Theorem 4.12. The stationary distribution of V is given by

1•:v<: -1-JP-l "^°-—B‘-L '“°
c 0.( ) q(u•>—) E q(u•l) e ’ >
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Proof: Pr(V > t)
- -—i;r-fz Pr(D° > y)dy

E(D ) h
_

A ·· 5;;-1 ·Ay pg ·u7
q fo ( u_Ä e + u_Ä e )dy

_
A gg-A —Ay ¤+ —uy w

t t

_ gE·A •At + EA ·ut 0.q<¤—A>° q<¤·A>° ·
°’

Y( < C) E B , C >

Corollagz 4.13. The mean and variance of V are given by

2 2
E V

-
SH..Z.ÄH;LJL.( ) Q1u(u•1)

’

2 ·A) 2 A 2
· A +

A2 2
Va;(V)-_§S}L...+7P..—- S.}L....1·L...L ,

Q1 (u•1) qu (u•1) Q1u(u·1)

We will use Theorem 4.12 and Corollary 4.13 to compare the distribution

of output intervals in queues with non-exponential service requirements

that have mean 1/u. Table 4.1 compares the means and variances of D°

and V for some settings of A and q with p held fixed at 1. When the

stationary queue length distribution exists (1.e. A/Qu < 1) and q is

small, both the mean and the variance of V (the forward recurrence

time) are much larger than the respective parameter of D° (the

interoutput interval). For any fixed A, as q increases to 1, both the

means and variances of V and D° get closer together. This convergence

reflects the fact that for q
-

1, both V and Do have the same
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Table 4.1

Meana and variances of D° and V, u
-

1

l Ä .2 .3 . . .
q

5 7 9

!(D°) 2.00 3.00 5.00 7.00 9.00

1
E(V) 6.00 7.67 9.00 9.57 9.89

· Va:(D°) 20.00 37.00 65.00 85.00 97.00

Var(V) 76.00 89.89 97.00 98.96 99.76

B(D°) 1.50 2.50 3.50 4.50

2
B(V) l 2.67 4.00 4.57 4.89

‘
-

‘
.

V•t(0°) 5.75 13.75 19.75 23.75
V•t(V) 14.89 22.00 23.96 24.77

E(D°) 1.67 2.33 3.00

3
B(V) 2.33 2.90 3.22

· V•r(D°) 5.00 _ 8.11 10.33

V•r(V) 8.11 10.07 10.88

E(D°) 1.25 1.75 2.25

5
E(V) 1.50 2.07 2.39

· V•:(D°) 2.19 4.19 5.69
Var(V) 3.25 5.21 6.02

¤(¤°) 1.40 1.80

5
E(V) 1.57 1.89

· V•r(D°) 2.44 3.56
V•r(V) 2.96 3.77

6(¤°> 1.17 1.so
6 E(V) 1.24 1.56

V•r(D°) 1.53 2.42
v•r<V) 1.74 2.54

E(¤°> „ 1.29
z(V> 1.32.7 0 —-—----V•t(D ) 1.74

V•r(V) 1.81

¤<¤°) 1.13
E<V> 1.14.8 0 .........V•r<¤

> 1.30V•r<V>
1.33
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an output is almost surely a departure, and since the departures form a

Poisson process with rate A (Theorem 4.6) the interoutput interval is

exponentially distributed, and therefore so is the forward recurrence

time.
l

4.5 Summary

In this chapter we have obtsined results for the queue length and

traffic processes in the M/M/1 processor sharing queue with feedback.

We gave conditions under which a stationary queue length distribution

exists and computed the distribution. Using the idea of reversibility,

we showed that the stationary queue lengths imbedded at arrival points,

departure points and at an arbitrary time are equal. we showed that

the input and output processes are Markov renewal processes and

determined their sem1—Markov kernels. We were then able to compute the

stationary distribution of a single interinput and interoutput interval

and the forward recurrence times in the input and output processes.
·

The analysis in this chapter relies heavily on the Markovian structure

of the queue length, which is the case only when service requirements

are independent exponential random variables.



CHAPTER S

THE SINGLE SERVER PROCESSOR SHARING QUEUE WITH FEEDBACK:
GENERAL SERVICE REQUIREMENTS

5.1 Introduction

The Markovian structure of the queue length process when the

service requirements are exponentially distributed as in Section 4.2

allowed us to obtain a number of queue length and traffic process

results. Now we keep the same structure as in Section 4.2 but relax

the assumption of exponential service requirements.

Assume that service requirements are assigned independently

according to distribution function F(°) With dcusity f(°)• The queue

length process in this system is no longer Markov. We can, however,

define a vector valued process (JK?) • {N(t), T(t), t 6 R+} where

ZU) ·· (y1(¤)„y2<¤).···.yN(c)(t)>

and
l

N(t)
-

number of units in the system at time t

yi(t)
-

accumulated service time of ith unit in the system.

We shall assume that y1(t) < y2(t) <...< yn(t), so elements of the

vector ¥(t) are ordered. Then the g£2£g_process Q/Ü: QV) is a Markov

process on E
-

11+ x (¢ U RIU RZU ...). We will use

Z
• (y1,y2,...,y¤) to denote a generic vector of accumulated service

times. Thus in state (n,Z), n units are in the system with accumulated

service times yl < y2 <...< yu. The state where the server is idle is
designated by ¢. We denote by ei(Z) the vector obtained when, from the

vector Z, the
ich

job lnstantaneously completes service; i.e.

ei(Z) - (y1,y2,...,y1_1,yi+1,...,yn). We will use wk(y) and w(¢) to

51
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denote the limiting probability density of (n,y) and the limiting

probability of an empty system, respectively, and {wk} to denote the

marginal limiting queue length distribution.

5.2 Queue Length Processes

We use the approach of Ross (1983) to study the queue length

process at an arbitrary point in time. As in Section 4.2, we let

U(•) be the distribution of the entire service time experienced by a

unit before it leaves the system and u(°) its density. The

instantaneous failure rate (departure rate) of a unit that has

completed z units of service is

„(z) - giil , z > o.
U(=)

Now define the revese process Q/f,
gr)

of (JK to be a two-

dimensional vector valued process {Nt(t),gr(t), t é IR+Ä where

and

N(t)
-

number of customers in the system at time t

y§(t)
-

remaining service time of ich customer in the system.

Kelly (1979) calls Q/Ür, éyr)
the dynamic reverse of Q/Ö: @7). We can

solve for {n(¢),nk(y)} by solving the detailed balance equations for

this system. The possible transitions and their rates in the forward

and reverse process are as follows:

Arrivals (F) (n,y) --> (n+1,(O,y)) at rate A
l

(R) (n+1,(0,y)) -—> (n,y) at rate 1/n+l
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Departures (F) (n,y) -> (n-1,ei(y)) at rate p(yi)/n

(R) (n-1),ei(y)) ·¢> (n,y) at rate Au(yi).

Let us explain these rates. In the forward process, arrivals occur at

rate A. With the system in state (n,y) the
ith

unit will depart at

e rate p(yi)/n, since it receives service at rate 1/n and instantaneously

completes its service requirement at rate u(yi) when it has had yi

service units already. Similarly, in the reverse process the state

changes from (n+1,(0,y)) to (n,y) when the unit whose service

requirement is depleted departs; this happens at rate

u(0)/n+1 •
1/n+1. The transition (n·1,ei(y)) -—> (n,y) occurs when a

unit with remaining service requirement yi arrives; this happens at

rate Au(yi).

Theorem 5.1. The limiting density for the M/GI/1/PS-IBF state process

is given by „

vr(0) • (1 ·· A/qu)

k k
-

(5.1)

1rk(!) ' X (1 ‘ X/qu)k! igl U(Yi)·

grgggz It suffices to demonstrate that {n(¢),nk(y)} above solves the

detailed balance equations. From the rates of the forward and reverse

processes, the equations are

k
-

1,2,...
u(Yi)

vrk(z) -T—— =· wk_1(ei(sj)>>.¤(yi>

vr(¢)>. ·· 1rl(Y)u(Yi)
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and the normalizing condition is

Hence

A¤(y1)k
-«rk(1;) =·2-

-
· wk_2(ej(¤i(z)))A U(yj)U(yi)k(k—1) (1 ¢ :1)

<¢>1" ks IE ü< 1”
1-1 Yi

"> 1 ' 11'(Ü) + 1:, 7T(¢)Äkk1 I
•-• 11 ü(Y )dY dY •••dY

·k-1 y <J <...<£ 1-1 1 1 2 k
1 2 k

Since each of the k orderings yl < y2 <...< yk are equally likely with

probability E%; we have

w(¢) " [1 +
(1, lkf

[ [
IE

[1(Y)¢1Y dY •••dY )]-,1

k-; Y1 y2 Yk 1-1 i 1 2 k

° k k -1
- 2 1 E s' - 1 - 1/[k_o ( ( )) ] Qu

k k •
¤k(z) · A (1 · A/qu)k! igl U(7i)·

Corollarz 5.2. The limiting distribution for the queue length process

is given by

k
•

_ nk
·

(1 — A/qu)(1/qu) k -
0,1,2,...

and, in equilibrium, given that there are k > 0 units in the system,

their accumulated service requirements are independent and identically
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distributed with distribution function

Pr<Y1 < Y) · qu fg Ü(=)d= Y > 9- 1 · 1„2„·~·„k·

P fz
-

e•• di92.. 11, 2

-lj°° [°° y°° 1k(1 - 1/ >1:1 ü( )a1:10 0***0 q“
1.1 V1!

‘
1:• (1 • X/qu)0/qu) · _

From (5-l) it follows that given k > 0, (y1,y2,--•,yk) are 1-1-d-, and

Pr(Yi < Y- N(9) ·· k)
**9*1 < Y*“<°> ‘ *9 '

Ol!
y

IOO Olldy

"1:
jy j°° . . {°° (1 -

lnk äiim ä ü(y my dt0 O ° ·0 qu k! gl j j_ an
1 1 1:

1 • ,. ....( qu)(qu)

(1 · l>1k(l>k" rg ü(=>«1:„ .....JDL...1UL..............
1 .. J; ik( qu)(qu)

• qu fg Ü(t)dt-

Independence follows because

k
Pr(N(0)

-
k,y1 < xl,-1-,yk < xk) ¤ uk

igl
Pr(yi < xi)-

Notice that {nk} in Corollary 5-2 exhibits the insensitivity of

the stationary queue length distribution to changes in the service

requirement distribution since it depends only on the mean service
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requirement. We can do a little more at this point. In Theorem 5.1 we

demonstrated the reversibility of the state process Qy4C Q?). Now

arrivals in the forward process form a Poisson process with rate A
l

independent of the state of the system and correspond to times at which

the N(t) part of the state vector increases by one. Therefore, times

at which the reverse process changes state by increasing N(t) by one

also form a Poisson process with rate A independent of the system

state. But these are the departnre times of the forward process.

Hence arguing analogously to Theorems 4.3 and 4.5 we give the following

result.

Theorem 5.3. The stationary probabilities nä, ng and nk are equal.

Thus both the stationary queue length seen by arrivals and the

stationary queue length left behind by departures are insensitive to

the service requirement distribution given its mean.-

5.3. The Departure Process

The following proof is due to Kitayev and Yashkov (1979). We

present it here because it is an illuminating proof of the Poisson

departure property. We will use their notation in this section only.

Theorem 5.4. In equilibrium«97d is a Poisson process.

Prog;} (Kitayev and Yashkov (1979)). Consider a random process

(«/K QÄ {Y)
- {Nm: xj<=>. 1 < 1 < m<¤>; vim. 1 < 1 < Nm}.

m(t) > 0, t > 0 with the following interpretation. N(t) is the queue

length at time t, yi(t) is the accumulated service time on unit i at
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time t, and the vector l$(t)
-

(x1(t),x2(t),..•,xm(t)(t)) is the vector

of backward recurrence times in the departure process where m(t) is the

number of departures up to time t. That is, x1(t) is the time since

the last departure, x2(t) is the time since the next-to-last departure,

and so on. Yashkov works with an unordered vector ¥(t).

Now («/K ga, Q) is a Markov process. We denote by nk m(1_g,y),
D

·
>

_

o,l’2,IIO’m, 0 < <OI| <

~

the stationary probability density of the state process (Q/K QT, g).

The stationary density can be obtained by considering the evolution of

the Markov process over a very small time interval A. For simplicity,

Wkletq (x,y) • ——*l— . Letting A ·> 0, the equations that the"·"‘ “ ‘ H <ü<y >>1-1 1
qk m(1§,y) must satisfy are given by:

l

[l'·‘;;·—§—+l;l·§—+A]q (x ...x•y •..y)-O (k>l)k 1.1 öyi j.]_ öxj k,m 1* * m* 1* * k *

m
-9-*+ -

0 k • 0[jfl 8:1 A]q0_m(==1.···„xm) ( ),

-Thefirst two equations specify the behavior of the system between jump

points (i.e. the continuous evolution of the process); the third

equation specifies the behavior at an arrival time, and the fourth

equation specifies the behavior at a departure time.

The boundary conditions for m
-

0 are
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III 8 1,,
'°

Io(5.3)
qk+1(y1.···.yk.0) · A<1k(y1.···,yk)·

Now the departure process will be a Poisson process if the density

k+m 1 m ·A(xj—xj_1) ·Ax0 k _
... ...

-
1 -

—vrk_m(x1. .xm.y1„ nk) A ( qu) jgl e . <-= igl U(y1)

k+m A -^xm k
·• 1 ·

-— U 5.4A ( qu)<-= tgl (Y1) ( )

satisfies equations (5.2) and (5.3). The form of the coujectured

density imlies that the joint distribution of (x1(t),...,xm(t)) is

independent of the state of the system in equilibrium, since the .

density is of the form

-

_ ·Ax
where nk(y1,...,yk) • Ak(1

- Ei) igl U(yi) and nm(x1,...,xm)
-

Ame m.

By direct substitution we can verify that (5.4) solves (5.2) and

(5.3); eg.

(x ..x·y .y)k 1.1 Byi j.; Bxj k,m
1’ °’

m' l’°'
’

k

1 k a ¤ a k+m A '^*¤
(E 151 ayi * 151 axj * 111 (1 .119*

·Ax ·Axm)

mk+m+lA -1xm ‘
· A (1 =· Aqk_m(x1.~··„xmsy1.···.yk)
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·Ax

- f§.0 äh "‘d==m«w<y> a

• fg f;' qk+1’m(x1,...,xm;y1,•„•,yk,y)dxmdU(y)•m—l

Hence the departure process from the M/GI/¤-IBF queue is a Poisson

process in equilibrium.

5.4 Input and Output Processes and Imbedded Qpeue Lengths

The output process consists of all times at which units complete a

service requirement• The departure process is then obtained by

deleting those points in the output process that are assigned a value

of 0 by the feedback switch• Since the departure process is always a

Poisson process and since the queue length process is insensitive to

the form of the service time distribution, given its mean, one might

suspect that the output process possesses some insensitivity properties

as we1l• For example, the equilibrium distribution of an arbitrary

interoutput interval may be the same for any two processor sharing

queues that have the same mean service requirement• In this section we

give a counterexample to this conjecture and point out certain order

relationships between interoutput intervals from comparable processor

sharing queues.

To study the output process, we will modify our definition of the. .

state• Define yi(t) to be the accumulated service time of unit l at

time t on its current pass through the server• Let §(t) be the ordered

vector of these accumulated service times at time t- Then Q/4C @95
-
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{N(t),Y(t), t 6 11+}, where N(t) is the queue length at time t, is a

g Markov process whose reverse process is a vector of queue length and

remaining service times on each unit's current pass through the system.

The instantaneous failure rate of a unit that has accumulated y units

of service is now v(y)
-

gizl . The rates of the forward and reverse
F(y)

process are given at the jump points (arrivals, feedbacks and

departures) as follows (at non—jump'points, the vector are either

increasing or decreasing linearly at the same rate):

Arrivals (F) (n,y) -> (n+1,(0,y)) at rate A

(R) (n+1,(0,y)) -·> (¤,y) at rate q/n+1

Departures (F) (n,y) —-> (u·1,ei(y)) at rate qv(yi)/n

(R) (n-1,ei(y)) -> (n,y) at rate Af(yi)

Feedbacks (F) (n,y) ——> (n,(0,ei(y))) at rate pv(yi)/n

(R) (¤„(0.¤i(g))) ·-> (mg) at rate pf(y1)/¤·

The rates for arrivals and departures are similar to those developed in

Section 5.2. In the forward process, a feedback requires a service

completion and a value of 0 for the feedback switch; hence the rate is

p(v(yi)/n). In the reverse process the impending service completion

must feedback with remaining service requirement yi; the rate is

therefore p(f(yi))1/n.

Now we can obtain the stationary density of (./K Q).

Theorem 5.5. The stationary density of the vector Qy4C @7) exists

provided A/qu < 1 and is given by
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¤(¢> · (1 - 1/qu)
_ (5.5)

> ^>k¤ E F< >” "k(z q qu 1-1 Y1 °
· Proof: The detailed balance equations for this process are

wk(y)1
-

«k+1(0,y)q/k 1

«k(z)qu<yi)/k · ¤k_1(¤1(g)>Af(yi> k · 1.2.···
_ «k(z)pu(yi)/k · wk+1<0.ei(g)>pf(yi)/k

w(¢)A · ¤1(y)qv(y) _

and the normalizing condition is

°° an es an
1 -

„(¢) + käl [0 fo ...[0The

conjectured density satisfies the detailed balance equations;

e.g. for feedbacks

k Ä k -
f<yi)

vr (Z)Pv(Y )/k ‘ (2*) (1 • —·)k! H F(Y ) 2-**-k 1 . k -l
q qu 11 1 n F(yi)

- <1>‘°<1 · -1><k—1>¤°:< > E
‘F<1

>q qu gal
yu

n¢i

Ä k Ä k -
_ pf(yi)

«k(O,ei(g))pf(yi)/k · (E) (1 ·· E;·)k!¤LI1 F(yn) F(0) -1;-
n¢i

()‘)k(1 )‘)(k 1)! f( ) 11 1!;( )q qu P Yi
n-1

y¤

n¢:l

since F(0)
-

1.

By similar manipulations, we can show that the other equations are also

solved by {n(¢),nk(y)} and this 1s a probability density provided

A/qu ( 1.
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From Theorem 5.5, the marginal queue length distribution is given

. BY
Wo · vr(¢) · (1 · 1/qu)

knk •
f nk(g)dy

- (1 — A/qu)(A/qu) k
- 1,2,•..

y <OOO< ~1 k
Notice that wk agrees with wk given in Corollary 5.2. Given that there

are k > O units in the system, their accumulated service times are

independent and identically distributed with distribution

Pr(yi < y„N<¤>-k)

Y · ·· 1* 1 -A " 1¢ Pfo [fo f0 (q) ( qu) L11 (Yj)dYj] (¤)d¤
- _ i¢1

A k A.- 1 -
....(qu) ( qu)

k Ä 1 k'1
-(Ä) (1 · —><-> fg F(=>dc..A

k A -1
• .—911) ‘ 11)

Independence follows since

k P 1 ^ ^ k k xi
F 11wk ig]. 1‘(Yi < xi) ( qu)(qu) 1LIl u fo (Y1) Yi

A A k *1 *11 k -¤ 1 -
-—· —- ... F d( qu)(q) fo fo 1LIl (Yi) Y1

-
Pr(N(0)•k,y1 < x1,...,yk < xk).

Note that since we looked at accumulated work on each unit's

current pass through the system, the actual service time distribution

F(·) appears in the stationary density, not the distribution of the
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total service time the unit would experience before it left the system

(U(•)) as in Theorem 5.1. Defining the state as we have here allows

us to look at the times at which an output occurs. With the previous
l

definition of a state, the system did not change state at an output

time unless the output was a departure. With the feedback structure

subsumed in the distribution function U('), we could only make

statements about the departure process, which were sufficient in that

section. ·

The stationary density (5.5) has an interesting structure. Recall

that (5.1) was the stationary density of an M/GI/1/PS queue (without

feedback) with arrival parameter A and service requirement distribution

U(•). Now (5.5) could be interpreted as the stationary density of an

M/GI/l/PS queue (without feedback) with arrival parameter A/q and

service requirement distribution F(°)• For the queue gi£h_feedback,

the service distribution is indeed F('), but the arrival parameter is

A, not A/q. To simulate (1.e. produce a sample path of) an interoutput

time, then, we could let the system run from (-¤,0) with arrival rate

A/q, and at 0 "slow down" the arrival process
to

rate A. Then the time

until the first service completion after time zero will be the forward

recurrence time of the stationary interoutput time process. We will

use this idea to compare output processes in processor sharing queues

with different service requirement distributions but with fixed mean.

First, let us look at the mean time between outputs. Let ZF be a

processor sharing queue with service requirement distribution F(°)

whose mean is 1/U. Let D° be a stationary interoutput time. From

Section 4.4 for the exponential case (F(t)
-

1 ·
e-ut), D° had mean q/A
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(Theorem 4.11). The Lemma below proves that the mean interoutput time

is q/A for any F with mean 1/U.

Lemma 5.6. E(D°) • q/A for ZF.

grggf; We compute the stationary output rate in ZF. The result will

follow by inverting the output rate.

Suppose the system is stationary at time zero and define the function

' O if there is no output in (0,c]I(6) • g
1 if there is at least one output in (0,e].

Then E(I(c))
-

Pr(at least one output in (0,6]). The output rate is

A ' ‘
äsNow

Eiléällwhere
¢(•)

is the counting measure for the number of service

completions in (0,‘]- Hence

r
-

lim l·[ ; (1 - As + o(6))(1 - -lä(-Ä)¤Pr(w(O,a]•1|N(0)-n)].
E10 S u-1 qu qu

But since at time zero, the remaining service times of the n units in

service are independent, identically distributed random variables

(Corollary 5.2), each decreasing at rate 1/n, we can write

n n?1'(¢(0.€]‘lIN(0)'¤) ' til PP(¤bi(0.¢-:]*1) jgl P1'(¤1¤j(O.6l'0).
j¢1

where-wi(•) counts the number of service completions of unit 1 in

(O.']. Now from Theorem 1.2.12 of Franken, Konig, Arndt and Schmidt

(1981),
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n n
igl Pr(~vi(0„6]··1> jgl Pr(¤vj(¤„6l·¤> l

j¢1

6 6 6 6 ¤°l
' ¤((u(;) + ¤(;))(1 " u(;) + ¤(;))

' w: + ¤(6)·

Hence

gal ääéäl " [ug]. (1 ' XS + ¤(€))(1 * ‘ä*)(';3')¤(u€ + ¤(€))]

°° A A ¤* u gg (1 · A6 + ¤(6))¤E1 (1 · EX;)

* u(;1>*)
· ä- ·

5.5 A Comparison of Interoutput Times in Special System

Lemma 5.6 says that the mean interoutput time is insensitive to

the service requirement distribution, given the mean service

requirement. The distribution of an interoutput time, however, is not
L

insensitive, as we will now show by counterexample.

As before, with the system stationary at time zero, let V be the

time until the first output and G(t)
-

Pr(V < t) in the feedback queue.

Consider a processor sharing queue without feedback, at which units

arrive according to a Poisson process with rate A with general service

time requirements, mean 1/u, but which has initial density (5.5).

Clearly, this queue is not stationary, since the (unique) stationary

density is obtained by solving the detailed balance equations (as we

Idid in Theorem 5.1) and is given by

«<¢> - <1 - QA
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nk(y) • Ak(1u

1-1

We will take the origin to be time zero. Let V* be the time until the

first departure after time zero from this queue (since this queue has

no feedback the output and departure processes are the same process).

Let G*(t)
-

Pr(V* < t). Then we have two queues, one a stationary

queue with feedback and the other a non-stationary queue without

feedback. Both have the same initial distribution and both have a

Poisscn arrival process with rate A. Then the time until the first

service completion has the same distribution in both queues; i.e.

G(x) ¤ G*(x) for all x.

The first service copletion in the feedback queue is the first output;

the first service completion in the queue without feedback is the first

departure. Thus we can analyze the time until the fi£g£_output from

the stationary queue with feedback by analyzing the time until the

fi£g£_departure from a nonstationary queue wihout feedback. The

analysis does not extend to the entire output process, since after the

first event the queues are no longer equivalent. But clearly, if the

first interval after the zero in the output process of the

M/GI/1/PS-IBF queue is not insensitive to the service requirement

distribution, neither is the entire output process.

To compare interoutput times in systems with different

digtributioug
F(•),

we first consider the special case where one of the

systems has constant service requirements and the other exponential

service requirements. We will later discuss generalizations and make a

conjecture about comparing any two service requirement distributions.
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Let Z1 and Z2 denote two single server processor sharing queues

with Poisson arrivals, rate A. Zi has service requirement distribution

function (1 - 1.2) where

0, x < 1 _
F1(x) •

; F2(x)
-

1 · e X, x > 0.
1, x > 1

Aasue that both systems are stationary at time zero, and let the state
Zi E + E

of Zi be given by {N (t),§ 1(t), t ¢ }, where N 1(t) 1s the queue
E

length in Zi at time t and Q 1(t) the vector of remaining service

requirements in Zi at time t (1 • 1,2). Since both systems have the

same arrival process, let {T:,T;,...} be the epochs of the arrival

process; we will compare Z1 and X2 on the same arrival sequence. Now

define for 1 • 1,2

Z1
zi if N (0) ' ¤ > 0

X •
Z „

° o 1f N 1(0} - 0 ‘

Z1

-
m1n(

(Ta) (Ta) y (Ta)) for NZ1(Ta)
-

n > O k -1 2Xk y1
k

syz k •°°°• u k k
• s •°••

E Z
E

X01 · t/N 1(O) 0 < t < T?
X 1(t) •

E Exki — c/N 1(Tä) '1':< : < 1;+1 1. - 1,2,...
E E

1.1: {:1 x im
-

0} 1f N 1(o) > 0
2 t>0

V 1 n E E
inf {tz X 1(t)

-
0} if N 1(O)

·
0 .at>T1

X
Thus, the process {X 1(t), t > 0} charts the smallest remaining service

Z
requirement over time. {X 1(t), t > O} is strictly decreasing between

Z Z
the times that 1t hits the x-axis. V 1 is the time that X 1(t) hits
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zero; 1.e. it is the forward recurrence time until the first departure.

We need the following Lemma for general systems Z1 and Z2.

Lemma 5.7. If the service requirement distributions F1 and F2 are
E E Z Z X Z

such that E(S 1)
-

E(S 2)
-

m and S 1 <c S 2, then XO1 <d XOZ.

1 n • 0
2 Z

Proof: Pr(Xo1 > x|N01
-

n) •
.I

1 f° F (t)dc
u

> 0[E. x i 1 1 u
z ZSince S 1 <c S 2,

U · f; F1(t)dt < f; F2(1:)dc for all x

and hence ·
V

„ _
n „

-
n

[ä·fx F1(t)dt] < [é·fx F2(t)dt] for each n.

Now since
NZ1 • NZZ

we have0 d 0
’ ‘

E E Z Zm·(xo1 > xy « 1>r(x02 > xy, or- xol «d 1:02.

Now for Z1 and Z2 we choose a particular realization for No
E E

(recall N01
-d

NOZ), and a realization of an arrival sequence
I

{Tä',T; ,...} from a Poisson process with parameter A/q. Consider
Z

the evolution of [X 1(t), t > O}. Figure 5.1 shows a particular

realization of this process over time for Z1 and Z2. In this

realization, Z2 has an initial smallest remaining service requirement

that is larger than in Z1, but because arrivals occur with smaller

service requirements, the first output occurs first in Z2. The crucial

feature in this system is that Z2 can make jumps downward when an
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Z2xo

glxu

Zx ‘·(1:) E _
/" 1 -

O C g g

a aTl T2

Z
Figure 5.1 Evolution of X i(t) with Poisson arrival process, rate-ä
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arrival occurs with a smaller service requirement than the smallest one

currently in the system. Z1 cannot make jumps downward, because all _

new arrivals have service requirement 1.

Now define two sets as follows (a refers to the arrival parameter

of the Poisson arrival process):

E EAa
' {w= V 1(<¤) > V 2(w)}

Z XBa • {w: V l(w) < V 2(w)}•

Theorem 5.8. When the arrival parameter is A/q, Pr(AÄ/q) • Pr(BA/q).

Proof: We can write

Z E E .
Pr(AA/q)

-
fg Pr(V 1 > y|V 2

-
y)dPr(V 2 < y)

„ Z Z E
fo Pr(V 2 > x|V 1 • x)dPr(V 1 < x). 1

Now when the arrivals occur according to a Poisson process with rate
E Z

A/q, V 1 and V 2 have the same marginsl distribution, since the

departure process is a Poisson process irrespective of the service time

distribution. Clearly they are independent random variables. Hence

E E
Pr(AÄ/q) •

fg Pr(V 1 > y)dPr(V 2 < y)

„ E E

- fo Pr(V 2 > x)dPr(V l < x)
-

Pr(BÄ/q).

With the arrival rate a, define three other sets as follows:

Z Z
°

„ . 1 2R1 {ux. KO ) Ko}

Z X E Z¤ . . 1 2 1 2R2 {w. Xo < X0 ,Vl < V1 }
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Z E E EG
-

. 1 2 1 2R3 {w. X0 < X0 ,V1 > V1 }.

Then the sets Aa and Ba above can be written as

a a cA R1lJ R3

a aB ¤ R2.

This is so because as long as the initial smallest remaining 6

Eservice time in Z1 is greater than in Z2, the path of X l(t) will° Z Z Ealways be above that of X 2(t)• If X01 < Xoz, however, the path of
Z ZX 2(t) may or may not jump below the path of X l(t).

Theorem 5.9. When the arrival parameter is A, Pr(AA) < Pr(BÄ) and
Z Zv1<dv2.

Proof: See Figure 5.1. Starting with a sample path from the process
Z

{X i(t), t > 0} with arrival rate A/q, produce a sample path from the

process with arrival rate A after time zero by deleting an arrival with

probability l — q. Call a sample path in the A/q case w and a sample

path in the A case w'. Then

wéRä/q ¤=•) w'€ Ri

w é R;/q -> w' 6 Rg I

wi R;/q +> ((,•6 nä.

Some sample paths w in Rg/q will have w' paths in Rg, because deleting
nan

arrival may cause the Z2 system to produce a departure after the Z1

output. Figure S.2 illustrates this possibility• Hence
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Z2xo

X1 'xo ‘/'- :2 ·
-

X *0:) 2 .

Ü {

¥

vgl VZZ

aT1 T;
(deleted)

Figure 5.2 Evolutidu of X (t) with Poissou arrival process, rate A
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A/q A A/q A A/q A

and

- AA/q 3 AA BA/q C BA
A A *1 *2and therefore Pr(A ) < Pr(B ) and thus by Theorem 5.8 V <d V .

Z E
Theorem 5.10. D 1 < D 2.-—————-———-— c

E E E E
Proof: E(D 1)

-
E(D 2) and V 1 <d V 2, hence by Theorem 2.1 the

result follows.

Notice that nowhere in Theorem 5.9 or Theorem 5.10 have we used

· the fact that Z2 has exponential service requirements. That Z1 has

constant service times is crucial to keep one of the sample paths jump

free. _Thus our results will generalize to any Z2 with GI service times

compared against the given Z1 system. It is also not crucial that
E E E

· E(S 1) • 1, but that E(S 1) • E(S 2). Therefore we state without proof

the following result.

Theorem 5.11. For two systems Z1 and X2, where Z1 has constant service
requirements and Z2 has general service requirements with

Z Z
E(S 1)

-
E(S 2) and both have Poisson arrivals at rate A,

2 ZD 1 < D 2.
c

The key idea is that any service requirement distribution has some

probability that an arrival may become the next imminent departure.

Heuristically what is happening here is that in the stationary case
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(i.e. if the arrival parameter were A/q after time zero as well as

before, jumps downward in the general service requirement system occur

at a fast enough rate to compensate for the stochastically greater

initial smallest remsining service time. When we consider the output

process from the feedback queue, however, we are no longer dealing with

a stationary system, but one in which arrivals occur at a slower rate.

For the output process, there are not enough downward jumps to

compensate for the greater initial remaining service requirement, so

the interoutput time is convexly slower than for constant service

times.

5.6 Summary

In this chapter, we analyzed the processor sharing queue with

general independent service requirements. We obtained a Markovian

state space by appending the queue length with a vector of accumulated

service times of those units in service. We showed that the detailed

V
A

balance equations hold when the reverse process is defined as in

Section 5.2, and we then solved for the stationary queue length

distribution. We showed that the distribution is insensitive to the

service time distribution given its mean, and that in equilibrium, the

accumulated service times for each unit are i.i.d. random variables.

We analyzed the output process by considering the Markov process

of queue length and accumulated service times on each unit's current

pass through the system. Thus the time until the first output after

zero has the same distribution as the time until the first departure

after zero from a particular non-stationary processor sharing queue.

We compared this distribution for the special case where one system has
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general service requirements and the other constant service

requirements, and showed that the interoutput time is convexly longer

in the constant service requirement system.

From this discussion, we conjecture that the following result

holds: if, for two processor sharing queues with Poisson (A) input

and service times S1 and S2 (distribution functions F1 and F2), where

E(S1) - E(S2) and S1 <c S2, then D° <c D°. We have been unable to

prove this result for general service distributions F1 and F2.

Intuitively, it appears that for two service time distributions with

equal means but different variances, the interoutput times will be more

variable when the service requirement is more variable. Actually, one

would think that this would be true about the departure process as

well; the Poisson nature of the departure process is quite surprising.



CHAPTER 6

THE INFINITE SERVER QUEUE WITH FEEDBACK

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter we analyze another symmetric queueing discipline,

the Infinite server queue. As indicated In Section 2.5, these systems

can be modelled as processor sharing queues, where the function
¢(‘)

takes the form ¢(n)
-

n for all n. However, they have a simpler

structure than other processor sharing queues because units have no

influence on each other In the course of receiving service. There are

no delays due to units competing for the service resource, and thus the

' time spent by a unit in the system Is only Its service time.

Our goal here Is to study the various queue length and traffic

processes in this system. In the analysis we will proceed along the

lines of Chapters 4 and 5, but where we were able to obtain only

qualitative results for flow processes in Chapter 5, we will see that

In the Infinite server queue we can obtain the distribution of the time

until the first output for certain service requirements. Thus in some

cases we can measure exactly how different the intervals in the output

processes are for different service times. This Is more than we could

do for the processor sharing queue because the actual distributions

were difficult to compute.

In this chapter, we also give some Insight into the ideas of quasi

reversibility (from Chapter 2) and how It applies in a network context.

We show In Section 6.4 that the output process from the M/M/¤-IBF queue

is a sequence of dependent intervals, and thereby show that an

important property of a quasi—reversIble node in Isolation Is lost when

76
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the node is part of a feedback network. (See the discussion in Section

3.4.)

Throughout the chapter, we will draw comparisons with the results

of previous chapters. We will point out results for the present system

that were not obtained in Chapters 4 and S. Thus while the infinite

server queue shares common properties with the single server processor

sharing queue, its simpler structure makes it a system worth studying

in its own right. ‘

As in Chapter 5, we consider a system at which units arrive

according to a Poisson stream with rate A. Service requirements are

assigned independently according to distribution function F(')• There
I

are infinitely many servers, so each unit's service requirement

decreases linearly at rate 1 until it reaches zero. Upon completion of

a service requirement, a unit departs with probability q and feeds back

with probability p (p + q
-

1).

6.2 Queue Length Results

To study the time stationary queue length process, we again use

the construction in Section 4.2 to convert the queue with feedback into

an equivalent queue without feedback that has the same queue length

properties. As in Section 5.2 we define the state process to be a

vector valued process (JK 9) -• {N(t),¥_(t), t G 11+}, where N(t) is

the queue length at time t and ¥(t) is the ordered vector of

accumulated service times of each unit in the system at time t. The

Q M/GI/w queue that we consider has service requirement distribution

U(•), where U(•) is defined as in Section 4.2. We define the reverse

process
Q/1;, äyt)

= {Nr(t),¥r(t), t G 1R+} where Nr(t)
is the queue
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length at time t and
¥r(t)

the vector of remsining service times at

time t- Then the rates at which events occur in the forward and

reverse processes are given below-

Arrivals (F) (n,y) -> (n+l,(0,y)) at rate A

(R) (n+l,(O,y)) --> (n,y) at rate 1

Departures (F) (n,y) -·> (n—1,ei(y)) at rate u(yi)

(R) (n·l,ei(y)) -—> (n,y) at rate Au(yi)

where y and ei(y) and
u(•)

are defined as in Section 5-4- These rates

are obtained by noting that both real time and accumulated service time

are on the same scale in the infinite server queue- In the processor

sharing queue, one unit of real time was "worth" only 1/n units of

accumulated service time- we can now use our reversibility ideas (see

Section 2-3) to determine the stationary density {n(O),«k(y)}-

Theorem
6-1-

The unique stationary density {n(O),«k(y)} exists

provided A,u < ¤ and is given by

vr(¢) =·

k
(6-1)

k *1 qu '
·

A H Uvrk(z) •= i_1 (Yi)

fÜr Ägu <
$•

Proof: The conditions for stationarity for the M/GI/¤ queue are

AE(S') < ¤ (Gross and Harris (1974)); thus in our case we require

A/qu < ¤, and since 0 < q < 1, the queue will have a stationary

distribution iff A,u < w- To verify that (6-1) is the (unique)

·stat1onary probability distribution, we need to show that (6-1)
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satisfiea the detailed balance equations, since a solution to the

detailed balance equations is a solution to the global balance

equations (Section 2.3). Using the rates above, the equations are

«k(;>u(>·1> · ¤k_1(6i(>;))A¤(yi>

w(¢)A • 1r1(Y)u(>')
and the normalizing condition is

Clearly (6.1) is a solution; e.g.

k«k(;)u(yi)· A 6
Ä/q“

gl U(yj> ‘ Tl
J U(s·i)

-
Ak_16_Ä/qu 111

Ü( ) * A¤( ) ·· vr (6 ( ))A¤( )j,1 V5 Y1 1;-1 1 Y Y1 ' 1
_1¢1

Since with the 1r(0) in the Theorem

( ) + Z ••• ( )dY
J 1

”
1 1

'Ä/qu+ ; 1• —— ... ( )d* 1:,-1 1= *1 Z Z
_

€—A/qu + e·A/qu E (A/gg) _ e·A/qu( E (A/gg) )k! k!k-1 k=0
n 1,

{1r(¢),1:k(v)} is the unique stationary probability density for (JK Q).

Notice that the marginal queue length distribution is Poisson with

parameter A/qu, the traffic intensity. This follows since



80k -·A/qu k •
* Ä •••

H U d d •••dW 1-1 W W W W
k

kl 1.1 kl °

Also, as we found for the processor sharing queue, given that there are

k > 0 units in the system, the accumulated service times of each unit

in equilibrium are independent, identically distributed random

variables with distribution
_ Pr(>*i < y. N(¤)

· k)P1'(Y1 < YlN(0) " k)'f

f ... f df ... f n (y)dy dy ...dy

-

~ 1 2 k

"11

Y ¤ 'Ä/qu k._l_• k •'
[0 fg ... fo (e )A

kl U(:)
El

U(yJ)dyjdt

<¢“^"‘“><-l>"

e'^/‘*“1"(—!>"'1 ä fg ümac
<.“^;°“><l>"

-
qp fä Ü(t)dt.

Independence is apparent from the product form of (6.1).

6.3 Departure Process
We have shown in the previous section that Q/4: @7) is a

reversible process, with Q/¢F,@yr) defined as above since wk(y)
satisfies the detailed balance equation. From this fact, a proof of
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the theorem below follows as does that of Theorem 4.4.

Theorem 6.2. In equilibrium the departure process from the M/GI/¤-IBF

queue Is a Poisson process with rate A.

Kendall (1964) gives an intuitive argument for the fact that the

departure process from the M/GI/~ queue (without feedback) Is a Poisson

process. If the incoming units are sorted according to their service

requirements, the arrival process can be viewed as a family of

independent Poisson Inputs. Since units flow Independently through the

system, the departure times for each unit is a fixed shift of the input

time, and hence the departure process Is just the independent
~

superposition of the Individually shifted Inputs, and thus again

Poisson.

The Independence of the time spent by units In the system Is

crucial In this intuitive argument. Aa we saw in Section 5.3, the

departure process from the processor sharing queue Is also a Poisson

process In equilibrium, but clearly the times spent by units In the

system are not independent. One wonders If a similar intuitive

explanation can be constructed for the processor sharing queue.

In addition, the Independence of units In the Infinite server

queue leads to many simple results, and one might suppose that If any

symmetric queue would possess Insensitive Interoutput Intervals, It

would be this queue. In the following section we show that even In the

M/GI/¤-IBF queue, the Internal flow are not insensitive to changes in

the service requirement distribution when the queue Is part of a
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feedback network.

6.4 Output Process

We begin this section with some structural results that show that
4

the output process from the infinite server queue with feedback 1s not

a renewal process. Walrand (1982) extended the "loop criter1a"

(Section 3.2) to networks of symmetric queues with bounded service

rates; by a similar argument we show that for a certain class of queues

with unbounded service rates (namely, infinite server queues with

exponential service requirements), the loop criteria are necessary for

the output process to be renewal.

Let us decompose the M/M/¤-IBF queue into a system of parallel

queues in which we can define a flow process corresponding to the

output process in the original (feedback) queue. Suppose that upon

arrival to the queue, the points in a Poisson (A) stream are

independently assigned a mark from the set {1,2,3,...}. The mark takes

value 1 with probability qpi·1 and represents the number of service

requirements to be assigned to the unit (1.e., the number of times the

unit feeds back plus one). All units with mark 1 are assigned to

'service bank" 1. Service bank 1 operates as 1 °/M/¤ queues in tandem•

Pictorially we represent the constructed system in Figure 6.1.

Since the assignment of marks geometrically thins the original

Poisson arrival stream, the arrival process to each service bank is a

Poisson process with the appropriate parameter (eg., Aqpk_1 for bank k)

and is independent of the arrival process to any other service bank.

We shall refer to any of the k tandem queues in service bank k as a
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Figure 6.1 The decomposed iufiuice server queue
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stage. The completiou of any stage in the tandem sequence corresponds

to an output in the original queue.

Define

T;(1,k)
-

time of nth stage 1 completion from service bank k,

i
— 1,2,•••,k, :

_

1,2,3,IOl

k• {'1'I;(i,k), n
-

1,2,3,...}, k
-

1,2,3,...

Then .91 is the output process from service bank k in the constructed

system, with the understanding that whenever we take the union of point

processes, the points are reordered so that T1 < T2 <...

Since un1ts are assigned to service banks independently and

service times are assigned independently, gl; 1s independent of gg and
4

g-QÜ ‘ ¢ for j ¢ k. Moreover

0 _
G

•
9 kd

9'K,

“
that 1s, the output process in the original queue 1s the superposition

of the independent output processes in the new system.

Lemm 6.3. 9*1; 1s a sequence of dependent random variables for k > 1.

Proof: Let k
-

2. Assume the system is in equilibrium at time O. The

system consists of two '/M/¤=· queues in tandem (Figure 6.2) with a

Poisson arrival process (rate Aqp) to the first stage. Define

Tt ¤ time of first output (from either queue) after time t,

C°i'(t)
-

number of out-puts in (0,t) from stage 1, _

C°(t)
-

number of outputs in (0,t), -

Ni(t) • number of units in stage 1 at time t (1
-

1,2),
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N(t)
·

N1(t) + N2(t).

_ Because of the one—to·one relationship between the interval process and

the counting process (Section 2-4) it suffices to show that

Pr(Tt > 1) # Pr(Tt > 1|C°(t)) for 1 > t.
4

Now Pr(To > 1)
· 20 Pr(To > 1|N(t)

-
n)Pr(N(t)

-
n)

n1

•
E 2 r t

-
n r t

-
t

-
n-

Q
¤P(’l‘>IN() )P(N() JN() J)vo j,0 1 T 1 · 2
n

-* E E
G-¤u(T

t)1r 1r
-n-0 j•0 J ¤'J

The last equality follows because the service times of units are

independent exponentially distributed random variables, and because in

equilibrium the queue lengths at queue l and queue 2 are independent

and each has distribution {nk}.

If Tt is to be independent of C°(t) it must be independent of

C°1(t)-
We will show that Pr(Tt > 1|C°1(t)

-
L) ¢ Pr(Tt > 1)-

ol ° ol · olPr(To>1|C (t)•L)
-

R20 Pr(To>1|N(t)-n,C (t)-L)Pr(N(t)-n|C (t)-L)

·
2a Pr(To>t|N(c)-n)Pr(N(t)-nlC°1(t)·L),

¤$

since the remaining service times of units in queue at time t are not

affected by the output process prior to t (Kelly (1979))-

Ea Pr(To > 1|N(t)
-

n)Pr(N(t)
-

n|C°1(t)
-

L)
¤S

“ ¤ -nu(1-t) ol¤ Z Z P N t
-

N t)
- - C (t) • La_o j_o S r< l( ) J- 2( ¤ JI )

Q n
_

=· ago ago
¢'“"‘T

°’«<1>1=¤<¤2<=> - ¤-1|¤°‘<=> - 1>

°
“

'¤u(r·¤)
2 2 - -

¢ n_o j_o S ¤(j)¤(¤ J)
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The gist of the proof is that outputs from queue 1 in (0,t) change the

expected number in queue 2 and hence the chance of an output in the

future. This argument extends to any k > 2 service bank to show that

the output process from each service bank k (k > 1) is a sequence of

dependent intervals.

_ Theorem 6.4. In equilibriumegro is a sequence of dependent random

variables.

grggfg Cnnsider an arrival to the M/M/¤-IBF system. With positive

probability, the arrival will enter some service bank k > l. Since
SYLO

is a sequence of dependent random variables, and since

the result follows.

Thus even in the M/M/¤-IBF queue, the output process is not a

renewal process. To completely characterize the process, then, we

need to descrlbe all finite dimensional interval distributions. As we

did in the processor sharing queue, we will work with single intervals,

as the process itself ls complex and not easily tractable analytically.

Using the methods of Section 5.4, we can analyze the distribution

of a single interval in the output process. Again, we define a Markov

process Q/K @)
-

{N(t),¥(t), t é R+} where now

‘_{(t)
· (Y1(t).y2<:),...,y¤<¤>)

is the vector of accumulated service times on each unit's current pass

in the server. With the similarly defined reverse process Q/lx,
äyt)

(when §(t) is a vector of remaining service times), we can give the-
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transition rates at jump points for these processes (with v(y)
-

§£Zl):
F(y>

' Arrivals (F) (n,y) -> (n+1,(0,y)) at rate A

(R) (n+l,(O,y)) -·> (n,y) at rate q

Departures (F) (n,y) ——> (n-1,ei(y)) at rate qv(yi)

(R) (n-1,ei(y)) —-> (n,Z) at rate Af(yi)

Feedbacks (F) (n,y) —-> (n,(0,ei(y))) at rate pv(yi)

a
(R) (¤„<0.¢i(z>)> —-> <¤.z) at rate pf<yi>·

These rates look very similar to those in Section 5.4. Since in the

infinite server queue each unit is being served at rate 1, the rates
”

for service copletions are not divided by n as before.

Theorem 6.5. The stationary density {n(¢),nk(y)} is given by

(6.2)_ Ak ·A/qu k 17¤k(z) (q) ¢ igl (Yi)

for O < A,u < ~, O < q < 1.

Proof: The detailed balance equations for this system are _

¤k(z)A · wk+1<¤.z)q

wk(z)qv(yi) · wk_1<ei(g))Af(y1)

wk(y)pv(y1) · ¤k<0.¤i(z))pf(yi) _

¤(¢)A · ¤1(y)qv(y)·

And the normalizing equation is
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1 -
„(m + käl

fgThehypothesized density solves these equations; eg-

A 1; - 1; - fü',) 1; - 1; -wk<z)1>u<Yi) · (ä) é A/qu jgl F(Yi)P · (ä) ¤ Ä/q jgl F(Yi)pf(Yi)
F(Yi)

j¢1

{1r(¢),1rk(y)} is a proper probability density provided 0 < A,11 < ¤·-

From Theorem 6-5, the marginal queue length distribution is given

by:

wo • w(¢) ' ¢'-Ä/qu .—A/qu k
¤ d n 1 2R1 · ·

Given that there are k > 0 units in the system, their accumulated

service times are independent and identically distributed with

distribution

PY(Yi < Y„N<0>·k>

Y ··
·;;k ·A/qu"· ·fg {fo fc kl (q) <¤ ) gl F(Yj)dYj]F(Yi)dYi

..A 1; -<—> <¤ ^ "">.‘1.L.l_1;1
1; - 1;-1 -

- 5* (Ä!) (e fg F(¤)d¤
A 1; -<—> <•= */****1

.‘1.I!.1;1
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Independence follows since

m fi, d·d<m < m> dÄ?d

• Pr(N(O) ¤ k,y1 < x1,...,yk < xk).

Again, as in Section 5.4 for the processor sharing queue, (6.2) is

· the stationary density of an M/GI/¤ queue without feedback whose

arrival parameter is A/q. We will proceed as we did for the single

server processor sharing queue; that is, we will compute the time until

the first departure after zero from a non-stationary M/GI/¤ queue that

begins with density (6.2) at time zero and has arrival parameter A. We

will be able to compute the distribution of this random variable

explicitly in certain cases, which we did not do in Chapter 5. From

this analysis, we can give some ordering properties of the interoutputintervals. .
6.5 E onential Service Times

Let F(t)
-

1 — e-ut,
so that service requirements are

exponentially distributed with parameter p. Assume that the system is

stationary at time zero and define

V
-

time of the first output after 0,

N'(t)
-

number of service completions in (0,:) from arrivals

before 0,

N+(t)
-

number of service completions in (0,t) from arrivals in

(0,:).

Now Pr(V > t)
-

Pr(N'(t)-0,N+(t)•0)
-

Pr(N‘(t)-0)Pr(N+(t)-0), since
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the service completion times of units in service are independent. We

can think of the system as two independent queues, one of which began

at •¤ with a Poisson (ä) arrival process that shuts off at 0 and one

that starts with an empty queue at 0 and where arrivals occur according

to a Poisson process with rate A. Thus

A A
“

- Ä A A - t
Pr(N"(t)-0)

-
e- e- E- - EV

e U
.

n-l
“!

From Mirasol (1963)

-At - Ä e°”°
+ Ä

Pr(N"'(t)-O) - e
“ “.

Thua

•Ä-Äe°"° -At
—Äe°”° +Ä

Pr(V > ¤) - (e
"“ ‘*"

)(e
"

“)

1) 1)

' ·Ar - PÄ (1 -
e"“")

_
e qu _

Note that if q • 1, the time until the first output is exponential with

parameter A as expected.

6.6 Deterministic Service Times

Let Z1 and Z2 denote two infinite server queueing systems.

Arrivals occur at each queue according to a Poisson process with rate

A. Service requirements in X1 are constant with mean 1; service

,requirements in Z2 are equally likely to take values %·and gu Hence
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0 x < äO x < 1
. 1 1 3F1(x)•% F2(x)- i i<x<?

1 x > 1
1 x > %

Z Z2
Since E(S 1)

-
E(S )

-·
1, and

1 • x O < x < ä-1 - x O < x < 1
f;F(t)dt-; f:1'.2(t)dt- ä--;-x -%<x<i;-

0 x > 1 · ' l
30 X > i

2 Eit follows where that S 1 <c S 2.

We can compute the distribution of an interoutput interval by

considering a Poisson arrival process with rate A/q on t 6 (-·¤¤,O) and ·

rate A on t 6 [0,¤¤)„, For Z1, A(•)
is the number of arrivals in

(•)
in

Z1 and N(0) the number of units in the system at time 0. For Z2, we

can consider the arrival process to be the superposition of two

independent arrival process, each with rate A/2q on t 6 (·¤¤,0) and

A/2 on t 6 [0,¤¤)• One arrival stream brings units with service

requirement ig- and the other brings units with service requirement ä-.

Let
A1(•)

be the number of arrivals in (•)
with service requirement

äand A2(•) the number of arrivals in (•) with service
requirementSimilarlydefine N1(0) as the number of units with service requirement

äin the system at 0, and N2(O) as the number of units with service

requiremem:
ä in the system at O.

Now for Z1 we have
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E Pr(A(-1,:-1) =· 0) 0 < r < 1
Pr(V 1 > t) •

Pr(N(0)
-

0,A(O,t—1) • 0) t > 1

:1-t

) 6 q · O < t < 1
— _ _ -A(: + )

e q e Ä(t 1) • e q t > 1

and for Z2

1 1 3 3 ‘ 1Ü) Ü (CX2

1 3 3 1 3Pr(V > t) Pr(N1(0)-0,A1(0,t E)-0,A2( -i,t E)-0)
E < t < E-

1 3 3Pr(N1(0)•0,A1(0,t — E-)-0,N2(0)-0,A2(0,t — E)-0) t > 7

A A A
-

——-t
- -—-t ·-— t.=·¤ .*<¤ -.¤ MN;

-.2-^ -2-A -2 - si .22q E(° 2) 'E(° 2) ^(“(
Zq) + eq) 1 3

-
6 6 6 - 6 — -< t <·—

2 2
1 P.-— _ __ —A(:

+ )6qeÄ(t1)-e q t};

E Z oz
It then follows that Pr(V 1 > t) > Pr(V 2 > t), and since E(D 1)

-E Z E
E(D° 2), by Theorem 2.1, D° 1 <c D° 2. Figure 6.3 shows a graph of the

X Z
complementary distribution functions of V 1 and V 2.

6.7 Summagz

In this chapter we have studied the Infinite server queue with

different service time distributions. We have shown that the

stationary queue length processes at an arbitrary time, at an arrival

time and at a departure time are Identically distributed. Since the

queue length distribution at an arbitrary (stationary) point In time is
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insensitive to the service requirement distribution, given its mean, so

are queue length distributions imbedded at arrivals and departures.

For stationary infinite server queues with IBF and general service

times, the queue length and accumulated service times of each unit in

service are independent random variables, whether the state process

keeps track of the total accumulated service time of a unit in the

system or accumulated service itme on each unit's current pass through

the server. _The accumulated service times are identically distributed

under either definition of the state process as well.

The departure process from the M/GI/-IBF queue is Poisson with

the same parameter as the arrival process irrespective of the service

time distribution. Thus the departure process in equilibrium is

insensitive to the service time distribution, but we have shown that,

in general, the output process does not inherit this insensitivity when

the queue is part of this simple feedback network.

For the examples we have given, convexly smaller service

requirements resulted in convexly smaller interoutput times. We

believe this property to be true in general, although we have not

proved it. In the concluding chapter of this paper, we will make some

conjectures on order properties of output intervals in general networks

of infinite server queues.



CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND EXTENSIONS

7.1 Summary

In this paper, we have examined the effect of service discipline

on certain properties of a simple queueing network (a queue with IBF).

We considered the single server processor sharing case in Chapters 4

and S with both exponential and general service requirement

distributions. For these systems, we gave conditions under which the

queue length process had a stationary probability distribution. We

studied the stationary queue length distribution in detail, in the time

stationary and the various customer stationary (arrival, departure, °

input and output) points. We found that the queue length distributions

at all these points are equal for the general (independent) service

time case. As a consequence, the insensitivity of the arbitrary time
‘

stationary queue length distribution is shared by the various imbedded

stationary queue length distributions.

We also examined the internal and external flow processes in this

system. Because the instantaneous Bernoulli feedback can be thought of

as modifying the service requirement distribution, we studied the

departure process as if it came from an M/GI/1 queue without feedback.

Hence for the queue with feedback, the departure process is a Poisson

process with parameter A, irrespective of the service time distribution

(1.e. the departure process is insensitive to the service time

distribution). The internal flows, however, are not insensitlve to the

service time distribution; the distribution of a stationary interoutput

interval is different for different service time distributions.

96
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Although the mean stationary interoutput time is insensitive to the

service time distribution, given its mean (Lemma 5.6), we showed that

the distribution of an interval is not insensitive. We discussed a

case where, beginning with convexly ordered service requirements, the

output intervals are convexly ordered (Section 5.5). This case leaned

heavily on one of the systems having constant service times, so that

the input order is almost surely preserved in the output.

Our analysis hinged on comparing the times until the first event

in a certain non-stationary process for different service requirement

distributions. To obtain the interoutput distribution explicitly

proved difficult in the processor sharing queue. we discussed a

similar analysis for the infinite server queue in Chapter 6._ We again

found that the imbedded and arbitrary time stationary queue lengths

were equal in distribution and hence both were insensitive. For this

queue we could compute the distribution of the time until the first

event for special cases, which we did in Sections 6.5 and 6.6. These

examples again indicate that the convexity of the service requirement

distributions implies the convexity of the interoutput intervals, and

hence these processes are not insensitive.

7.2 Discussion

Our analysis of the interoutput ties in the processor sharing

queue pointed to the importance of two different features of a given

_

~
service requirement distribution. The first of these is the smallest

remaining service time when the system is examined at an arbitrary

point in time. In equilibrium the number in the system is insensitive
to the distribution of service times (with a given mean); the
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distribution of the smallest remaining service time is not. In

fact, Lemma S-7 states that if service requirements are convexly
l

ordered, the smallest remaining service time is ordered in

distribution- The second important feature in determining when the

next event will occur is how likely an arrival after time zero is to

become the unit that will depart next- That is, how likely is it for

an entering unit to have a service requirement smaller than the

smallest one currently in service? In the case of constant service

times this can almost surely never happen- One would think that with

equal eans, the service requirement distribution with the larger

variance would have a greater probability of both long and short

service requirements- Between times of arrivals, the graph of the

smallest remaining service requirement of units in the system over time

decreases linearly (Figure
5-1)-

If at an arrival time, the arriving

unit has a service requirement smaller than the smallest one currently

in service, the graph will make a jump downward- Therefore, if

incoming units have a greater probability of short service

requirements, the graph seems more likely to decrease by jumps. It

seems reasonable, then, to conjecture that a service requirement

distribution with a larger variance is more likely to have downward

jumps than one with a smaller variance.

Now we know that in a stationary system, the initial smallest

remaining service time and the number of downward jumps made in the

smallest remaining service requirement over time just balance each

other to always produce an exponential time until the first departure

occurs- But for the output process, the arrivals are only occuring at
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rate A, not rate A/q. When we delete each point in the A-stream with

probabillty 1-q, then, we are (possibly) removing points at which a

downward jump may occur. It seems likely that a system that makes more

downward jumps would be delayed more by deleting (possible) jump points

than would a system that has fewer dwnward jumps to begin with. In

other words, if a system begins with a stochastically large initial

_ smallest remaining service time and relies on downward jumps to produce

a Poisson departure process, deleting some of those jumps should have a

different effect on the first departure time than in a system that has

a smaller smallest remaining service time initially, and makes fewer

jumps downward before the smallest remaining service time hits zero.

Thus intuitively it would appear that the variability of a service

requirement is important in determining when the first output will

occur.

The same principle applies in the infinite server queue. In both

these queues, an entering unit may finish a service requirement before

any or all of the units present at its arrival. The possibility that a

unit that arrives later than another unit can leave before the other

unit (overtaking) seems to be the common thread between these queues.

Although the tatc of service changes when a unit arrives or departs in

the processor sharing queue (unlike the infinite server queue), the

stationary state densities in both cases have the property that

accumulated service requirements on units in the queue in equilibrium

are independent and identically distributed random variables, unlike in

the classical first come, first served discipline. The overtaking

possibility appears to be the important feature that not only produces
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a Poisson departure process in both these systems, but affects the

_ output process as well.

7.3 Qpen Problems

There are many directions in which to extend the analyses of this

paper. First and foremost would be to come up with a general ordering

principle between the service requirements and interoutput times for

any service requirement distributions. The discussion above on the

effects of incoming units on the path of the minium remaining service

time would appear to be one method to attack this problem. We believe

that in coparing two service time distributions, both of which can

produce downward jumps in the path, the one ggg; likely to produce
V

jums would have convexly larger interoutput intervals. This would be

a useful result in characterizing the distribution of an interoutput

interval. It appears to be a very difficult problem to copute these

distributions explicitly. "

_ If the ordering coujecture holds for any M/GI/1/PS—IBF queue, it

would be important to try to extend the principle to flow processes in

networks of processor sharing queues. The work done on queueing

networks in the past indicates that it is often precisely the feedback

loops that produce complicated flow processes. One might begin with a

simple two node network and examine the intervals between outputs to

see if the ordering principle holds there too. Perhaps a simple

delayed feedback network would provide a useful starting point.
l

Throughout this work we have dealt only with single intervals in

the internal flow processes. Since we know that in general these

interval processes are not renewal processes, there is much work to be
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done on characterizing the structure of the dependencies in these

processes. One might ask whether or not some functional of the flow

(eg., the correlation between consecutive intervals) has the

uinsensitivity property, or is ordered in some way with servicerequirements. e
Finally, we wish to say a word about simulation. We can show that

interoutput distributions in processor sharing queues with the same

mean service requirement are different, but since we cannot easily

compute these distributions, we cannot answer the question, ”how

d1fferent?” It would be useful to develop some statistically sound

simulation studies that would help us to determine, for example, the

mean time until the first output in comparable systems. We need to

know what magnitude of difference we are dealing with. If the

differences are small, we may be able to develop some good bounds using

systems that we can work with analytically.
_
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